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Abstract: By calculating the second-order pole in the operator product expansion (OPE)
between the spin-3 Casimir operator and the spin-4 Casimir operator known previously,
the spin-5 Casimir operator is obtained in the coset model based on (A
(1)
N−1⊕A(1)N−1, A(1)N−1)
at level (k, 1). This spin-5 Casimir operator consisted of the quintic, quartic (with one
derivative) and cubic (with two derivatives) WZW currents contracted with SU(N) invari-
ant tensors. The three-point functions with two scalars for all values of ’t Hooft coupling in
the large N limit were obtained by analyzing the zero-mode eigenvalue equations carefully.
These three-point functions were dual to those in AdS3 higher spin gravity theory with
matter. Furthermore, the exact three-point functions that hold for any finite N and k are
obtained. The zero mode eigenvalue equations for the spin-5 current in CFT coincided
with those of the spin-5 field in asymptotic symmetry algebra of the higher spin theory on
the AdS3. This paper also describes the structure constant appearing in the spin-4 Casimir
operator from the OPE between the spin-3 Casimir operator and itself for N = 4, 5 in the
more general coset minimal model with two arbitrary levels (k1, k2).
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1 Introduction
Simple examples of the AdS/CFT correspondence allow a detailed study of holography
that would not be possible in a string theory setup. Recent progress along these lines is
based on an examination of higher spin theories of gravity in AdS space, which include a
large number of fields with spins s = 2, 3, · · · , N . In three bulk dimensions, the higher spin






action. Therefore, the graviton and its higher spin fields have no propagating modes. Two-
dimensional conformal field theories are well-established quantum field theories and have
a range of applications in different areas of physics. A high degree of analytical control
over these CFTs can provide a rich source of CFTs with nontrivial bulk AdS duals. The
simple theory is described using large N vector models. This will give rise to a controlled
environment in which to study the puzzle of the emergence of a gravity dual.




sion to the higher spin theory of Vasiliev on the AdS3 coupled with one complex scalar [1, 2].
The CFTs have the following diagonal coset, G
H







The higher spin-s Casimir currents of degree s with s = 3, · · · , N can be obtained from
polynomial combinations of the individual numerator SU(N) currents of spin-1 [3]. The
diagonal denominator SU(N) currents of spin-1 commute with these higher spin-s Casimir
currents. One of the levels for the spin-1 current is fixed by the positive integer k and
the other is fixed by 1 in the numerator of the coset CFT (1.1). One of the specialties of
the above coset model (1.1) is that the additional currents generated in the OPEs for the
general level l in the second numerator SU(N) current become null fields for the level l = 1
and hence decouple [4]. See recent review papers [5, 6] for the above duality.
The spin-3 (Casimir) current was reported in [4]. The four independent cubic terms
were made from the two spin-1 currents in the numerator of the coset (1.1). The spin-4
(Casimir) current was generated [7] by calculating the OPE between this spin-3 Casimir
current and itself, which consists of quartic terms and quadratic terms with two derivatives
in the above spin-1 currents. The next step is to determine how one can construct the next
higher spin-5 Casimir current. Because the complete form of the spin-3 and spin-4 Casimir
currents is known, the OPE between the spin-3 current and spin-4 current can be calculated
using the current algebra in the numerator SU(N) currents of spin-1. The spin-5 Casimir
current can be extracted explicitly from the second-order pole of this OPE.1
The explicit form for the spin-5 current is needed because it was necessary in refer-
ence [2] to obtain the commutator between the spin-3 Laurent mode and the spin-4 Laurent
mode and determine the minimal representation [2, 5] of the asymptotic quantum symme-
try algebra W∞[µ] of the higher spin theory on the AdS3 space, where µ is a parameter
of the algebra.2 The zero mode eigenvalue equations of the spin-5 Casimir current in the
1This will continue to the generation of general higher spin-s (s ≥ 3) currents. In other words, once the
structure of the higher spin-s current is known, the OPE between the spin-3 current and this spin-s current
will provide the structure of the higher spin-(s+ 1) current at the second order pole.
2The eigenvalues of the zero mode of the spin-3 and spin-4 fields were expressed as the conformal spin
h of the ground state and the central charge c, which is also a parameter of the algebra. Furthermore, the
eigenvalue of the zero mode of the spin-5 field was described as the eigenvalues of the zero mode of the spin-3
and spin-4 fields, the conformal spin h of the ground state, the central charge c and µ-dependent structure
constant appearing in front of the spin-3 field Laurent mode in the right hand side of the above commutator.
The cubic equation for the conformal spin h contains two solutions in terms of the two parameters (µ, c).
Under these conditions, µ = N and c = cN,k, where cN,k is equal to (2.8), the above two conformal spins






2-dimensional coset model (1.1) behave like those of the spin-5 field in asymptotic quantum
symmetry algebra W∞[µ] of the higher spin theory on the AdS3 space.
In this paper, the spin-5 Casimir current was obtained and consists of quintic, quartic
(with one derivative) and cubic (with two derivatives) WZW currents in the coset (1.1)
contracted with SU(N) invariant tensors. The relative 52 coefficients depend on N and k
explicitly. To arrive at this spin-5 current, one should realize that the second order pole
of the OPE between the spin-3 and spin-4 currents contains the other part as well as the
new spin-5 current.3
The structure constant mentioned above can be determined explicitly because this
study was interested in the specific WZW model and the basic current algebra is known
explicitly. Furthermore, in general, the second order pole after calculating the various OPEs
between the spin-3 current with four terms and spin-4 current with 19 terms contains many
unwanted normal ordered products between the fields. They should be rearranged in terms
of the fully normal ordered products [34]. This step is necessary because the zero mode for
any given multiple product of the fields should be taken very carefully, and the zero mode
can be obtained from this fully normal ordered product systematically. The rearrangement
lemmas in [34] are useful for obtaining the desired normal ordered product.
The zero modes of the spin-1 currents that play the role of SU(N) generators act on
the coset primaries. The singlet condition suggests that the zero mode of the spin-1 cur-
rent with level k in the numerator of (1.1) acting on the state |(0; f)〉, where the element
0 means a trivial representation of the coset, vanishes while the zero mode of the diagonal
spin-1 current in the denominator of (1.1) acting on the state |(f ; 0)〉 vanishes [13]. These
are the eigenvalue equations, and the rightmost zero mode should be taken first when this
singlet condition is applied to the multiple product (quintic, quartic and cubic terms) of
zero modes. After that, the SU(N) generators appear. Then the next rightmost zero mode
can be repeated with the singlet condition (each zero mode disappears and the generators
with SU(N) group indices do appear).4 At the final stage after calculating this procedure,
we are left with the eigenvalue, which has the form of a trace of the SU(N) generators
contracted group indices with a range of SU(N) invariant tensors, times the state. The
eigenvalue depends on N .
The relative 52 coefficients appearing in the spin-5 current are very complicated ex-
pressions in terms of N and k. This is because they arise from each coefficient function in
the spin-3 current and in the spin-4 current. The latter consists of rather complicated frac-
tional functions, whereas the former has a simple factorized form. Furthermore, the final
3How does one subtract this extra piece from the second order pole to obtain the correct spin-5 primary
current? Any OPE between the two quasi-primary fields with given spins produce other quasi-primary fields
with fixed spins in the right hand side of this OPE [8–12]. Of course, the structure constant is generally
unknown. On the other hand, the coefficients arising in the descendant fields of this OPE are determined
completely by the spins of these three quasi-primary fields (two of them are the operators in the left hand
side and one is the operator in the right hand side) and the number of derivatives in the quasi-primary field
in the right hand side.
4Note that the state |(0; f)〉 transforms as a fundamental representation with respect to the zero mode of
the second numerator current with level 1 and the state |(f ; 0)〉 transforms as a fundamental representation






expression for the coefficient functions is rather involved due to ordering in the composite
fields. Although each 52 coefficient function is complicated, the eigenvalue equations for
the spin-5 current have very simple factorized forms.5
In section 2, after reviewing the GKO coset construction for the spin-2 current, the
generalization to the spin-3 and spin-4 currents is described.
In section 3, from the explicit expressions for the spin-3 and spin-4 Casimir currents,
the second order pole of the OPE between them is obtained. The new spin-5 Casimir
current is found by subtracting both the quasi primary field of spin-5 and the descendant
field (of spin-5) of spin-3 Casimir current with correct coefficient functions.
Section 4 analyzes the zero mode eigenvalue equations of spin-5 Casimir current in the
large N limit. The three-point functions are obtained. The exact eigenvalue equations and
the exact three-point functions are also described.
Section 5 presents a summary of this work as well as a discussion on the future direc-
tions.
Appendices A-F provide detailed descriptions of sections 3 and 4.
2 Generalization of the GKO coset construction: review
The diagonal coset WZW model is given by the following coset G
H







The numerator spin-1 currents are denoted by Ka(z) of level k and Ja(z) of level 1, whereas
the denominator spin-1 current is denoted by J ′a(z) of level (k + 1). The standard OPE
between Ja(z) and Jb(w) is
Ja(z) Jb(w) = − 1
(z − w)2 k1δ
ab +
1
(z − w) f
abcJc(w) + · · · , (2.2)
where the level is characterized by the positive integer k1, which is fixed as 1 in the coset
model (2.1). The other spin-1 current with level k living in the other SU(N) factor of the
above coset model (2.1) satisfies the following OPE between Ka(z) and Kb(w),
Ka(z)Kb(w) = − 1
(z − w)2 k2δ
ab +
1
(z − w) f
abcKc(w) + · · · , (2.3)
where the level is given by k2, which is rewritten as k in the coset (2.1). These two spin-1
currents are independent of each other because the OPE satisfies Ja(z)Kb(w) = 0 and there
5To reveal the duality between the higher spin theory on the AdS3 and WN minimal model coset CFT,
the eigenvalues for the higher spin currents in the coset model can be compared with those of the higher
spin fields in the asymptotic quantum symmetry algebra W∞[µ] of the higher spin theory on the AdS3. As
described before, the CFT computations for the eigenvalue equations of the higher spin-5 current coincide
with those in W∞[µ]. The corresponding eigenvalue equations for the spin-3 and spin-4 currents (including







are no singular terms between them. The diagonal spin-1 current living in the denominator
of the coset (2.1) is the sum of the above two numerator currents
J ′a(z) = Ja(z) +Ka(z). (2.4)
By adding the OPEs (2.2) and (2.3), the following OPE between the currents (2.4) satisfy
J ′a(z) J ′b(w) = − 1
(z − w)2 k
′δab+
1
(z − w) f
abcJ ′c(w)+· · · , k′ ≡ k1+k2 ≡ k+1. (2.5)
By construction, the level of the denominator current in (2.5) is the sum of each level of
the numerator current.
The stress energy tensor with arbitrary levels (k1, k2) via a Sugawara construction is
expressed as






2(k1 + k2 +N)
J ′aJ ′a(z). (2.6)
The corresponding stress energy tensor in the coset model (2.1) can be read off from (2.6).
The OPE of the stress energy tensor (2.6) with itself from the OPEs (2.2), (2.3) and (2.5)
is given by







(z − w)2 2T (w) +
1
(z − w) ∂T (w) + · · · , (2.7)
where c in the fourth-order pole of (2.7) denotes the central charge in the coset (2.1) that
depends on N and k and is given by
c = (N − 1)
[
1− N(N + 1)
(N + k)(N + k + 1)
]
. (2.8)
The higher spin-3 current consists of cubic WZW currents contracted with the SU(N)
completely symmetric traceless invariant dabc tensor. The relative coefficient functions
were fixed by two conditions: 1) this spin-3 current transforms as a primary field under
the above stress energy tensor (2.6) with levels (1, k); and 2) the OPE between this spin-3
current and the diagonal current (2.4) does not have any singular terms. Finally, the overall
coefficient can be fixed by calculating the highest-order singular term in the spin-3 spin-3
OPE, which is equal to c3 with (2.8).
A higher spin-4 current can be constructed similarly, and consists of quartic, cubic
(with one derivative) and quadratic (with two derivative) WZW currents. This spin-4
current can be obtained in two ways. One is to consider the most general spin-4 current
and determine the various unknown coefficient functions using the above two requirements.
The other is to calculate the OPE between the above spin-3 current and itself and read
off the second-order pole structure. The normalization of the spin-4 current is related to
the normalization of the spin-3 current and the structure constant appearing in the spin-4
current from the OPE between the spin-3 current and itself. In this case, the structure of
the spin-4 current is determined completely except for the normalization constant because






3 Spin-5 Casimir operator
Subsection 3.1 reviews the relevant facts about the spin-3 and spin-4 currents first. This
subsection will focus on the second-order pole in the OPE between the spin-3 current and
the spin-4 current. Subsection 3.2 then constructs the next higher spin-5 current from the
known spin-3 and spin-4 currents explicitly.
3.1 Review on the spin-3 and spin-4 currents
For later convenience, let us introduce spin-3 operators
Q(z) ≡ dabcJaJbJc(z), R(z) ≡ dabcKaKbKc(z), (3.1)
and spin-2 operators
Qa(z) ≡ dabcJbJc(z), Ra(z) ≡ dabcKbKc(z). (3.2)
As described before, the d symbol appearing in (3.1) and (3.2) is a completely symmetrical
traceless SU(N) invariant tensor of rank 3. The operators Q(z) and Qa(z) are the primary
fields of spin-2 and spin-3, respectively, under the stress energy tensor defined in the second
numerator SU(N)1 factor in coset (2.1), corresponding to the first term of (2.6). Similarly,
the operators, R(z) and Ra(z), are the primary fields of spin-2 and spin-3, respectively,
under the stress energy tensor defined in the first numerator SU(N)k factor, corresponding
to the second term of (2.6). This can also be generalized to the spin-4 operators but the d
symbol of rank 4 is reduced to the product of the d symbol of rank 3 and the δ symbol of
rank 2 with the appropriate contractions. See equation (A.3).
Calculating the following OPEs is straightforward [4, 34]
Ja(z)Qb(w) = − 1
(z − w)2 (2k1 +N)d
abcJc(w) +
1
(z − w) f
abcQc(w) + · · · , (3.3)
Ja(z)Q(w) = − 1
(z − w)2 3(k1 +N)Q
a(w) + · · · , (3.4)
Ka(z)Rb(w) = − 1
(z − w)2 (2k2 +N)d
abcKc(w) +
1
(z − w) f
abcRc(w) + · · · , (3.5)
Ka(z)R(w) = − 1
(z − w)2 3(k2 +N)R
a(w) + · · · . (3.6)
Occasionally, some of the OPEs can be obtained from the known OPEs by taking the
symmetries between the currents and levels. For example, the OPE (3.5) can be obtained
from the OPE (3.3) using Ja → Ka (and Qa → Ra) and k1 → k2 without calculating (3.5)
independently and vice versa. Similarly, the OPE (3.6) is related to the OPE (3.4) with
Ja ↔ Ka and k1 ↔ k2. Therefore, some OPEs and some operators are expressed with
arbitrary levels (k1, k2) rather than fixing them.
The coset spin-3 primary field can be expressed as














where the coefficient functions that depend on k1, k2 or N were determined elsewhere [4]
A1 ≡ k2(N + k2)(N + 2k2), A2 ≡ −3(N + k1)(N + k2)(N + 2k2),
A3 ≡ 3(N + k1)(N + k2)(N + 2k1), A4 ≡ −k1(N + k1)(N + 2k1). (3.8)
Actually, there is an overall normalization factor B(N, k1, k2) in (3.7), but B(N, k1, k2)
is not considered. Compared to the stress energy tensor (2.6), the spin-3 current is not
the difference between the spin-3 current in the numerator and the spin-3 current in the
denominator in the coset model (2.1). As described previously, by assuming the possible
terms of spin-3, all the relative coefficient functions are fixed by the above two conditions.
The normalization factor B(N, k1, k2) is determined by calculating the OPE of the spin-3
current and itself. See the equation (4.33) for the explicit form.
By substituting (A.2) and (A.4) into (A.1), the following form of the spin-4 current
was obtained






























where the 21 coefficient functions are
h6 ≡ c6 + 3c1, h7 ≡ c7 + 3c2, h8 ≡ c8 + c3, h9 ≡ c9 + 3c4, h10 ≡ c10 + 3c5,




N (N2 + 1)




N (N2 + 1)




N (N2 + 1)
c3,




N (N2 + 1)




N (N2 + 1)
c5,
h17 ≡ c17 + 2(N
2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
c2, h20 ≡ c20 − (N
2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
c3,
h22 ≡ c22 − (N
2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
c4, h23 ≡ c23 − 8(N
2 − 4)
N(N2 + 1)
c3, h24 ≡ 2c3,
h25 ≡ −3(N
2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N(N2 + 1)
c2, h26 ≡ 3(N




2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
c1, h28 ≡ 2(N




2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
c1, h30 ≡ −3(N
2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
c5. (3.10)
The last seven-terms of (3.9) newly appear and the first five-terms of (A.1) disappear.
From (3.10), the precise relationships between the spin-4 current (A.1) and its different
versions (3.9) and the subscripts of the h coefficients are kept unchanged.
3.2 The spin-5 current
The next step is to construct the spin-5 current from the spin-3 current (3.7) and spin-4
current (3.9). Although in principle the complete OPE can be calculated, this subsection






spin-3 and spin-4 currents is given by [2]
W (3)(z)W (4)(w) =
1







































Because the primary currents are not normalized properly, there is little difference
from [2] in an overall factor











∂2W (3)(w) +W (5)(w).
(3.12)
The combination (TW (3) − 314∂2W (3))(w) ≡ Λ(w) in (3.12) is a quasi-primary field.6 The






64(c+ 2)(N − 3) [c(N + 3) + 2(4N + 3)(N − 1)]
(5c+ 22)(N − 2) [c(N + 2) + (3N + 2)(N − 1)] . (3.13)
Note that due to the (N − 3) factor in (3.13), the coset model (2.1) for N = 3 does not
produce the spin-4 current. The spin-5 current appearing in the OPE between the spin-3
and the spin-4 currents should contain the factor (N − 4) in its expression. The N should
be greater than 4. This issue will be addressed later. See equation (4.33).
The spin-5 current can be obtained from












The stress energy tensor and the spin-3 current are given in (2.6) and (3.7). Furthermore,
the relative coefficients are given in (3.11) together with (3.13). To ensure the right rel-
ative coefficients in the right hand side of (3.14), two arbitrary unknown constants can
be introduced in front of ηΛ and ηW . For N = 3, they are vanishing by calculating the
OPE between T (z) and W (5)(w) and requiring W (5)(w) is a primary field of spin-5. This
is consistent with the fact that the structure constant C433 in (3.13) vanishes at N = 3. For
N = 4 and N = 5, these extra parameters are equal to 1 by solving the primary condition.
6The coefficient 3
14
comes from general formula 3
2(2s+1)
, where s is the spin for the field Φ [9, 12]. In other
words, the OPE T (z) Λ(w) has no third order pole and the nonvanishing fourth order pole of this OPE is
given by 1
14
(114+7c)W (3). The numerical factor 1
14











C433 holds for general N .






The next step is to calculate the second order pole for the OPE W (3)(z)W (4)(w) explicitly.
Appendix B presents all the detailed calculations. Appendix C describes the fully normal
ordering procedure. For N = 3 or N = 4, all the calculations in appendices B and C were
checked explicitly using Thielemans package [17].
After the complicated calculations, the spin-5 current is summarized by the following
52 terms:











abfdfcgdgde + a5 d
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abcδde + a23 δ
abdcde
)
JaKbKcKdKe(z) + a24 d
abcδdeKaKbKcKdKe(z)
+a25 f












abefcde + a31 d







acefbde + a34 f




















abc∂Ja∂JbKc(z) + a46 d
abcJa∂Jb∂Kc(z) + a47 d
abc∂2JaKbKc(z)
+a48 d
abcJaKb∂2Kc(z) + a49 d
abc∂JaKb∂Kc(z) + a50 d
abcJa∂Kb∂Kc(z)
+a51 d
abcKaKb∂2Kc(z) + a52 d
abcKa∂Kb∂Kc(z), (3.15)
where the 52 coefficient functions ai are given in appendixD (D.1). The spin-5 current (3.15)
at N = 5 was checked to confirm that there are no singular terms (in the OPE between the
stress energy tensor and the spin-5 current) with an order greater than 2. For consistency
check, the OPE between the spin-5 current and the diagonal current was also calculated,
which showed that are no singular terms when N = 4. The primary condition with N = 4
was checked until the third order singular terms. Furthermore, when N = 3, the above
regularity and primary conditions (up to the second order pole) were checked explicitly.
The spin-5 current consists of the first 24 quintic terms, the middle sixteen quartic terms
with the f symbol (with one derivative), and the remaining twelve cubic terms with the
two derivatives. The last twelve-terms can be observed from the second derivative of spin-3
current W (3)(z). The twelve quintic terms containing the δ symbol also can be seen from







= 1+ q2+2q3+4q4+6q5+12q6+O(q7), contains the numerical factor, 6,
in front of the q5 term. This suggests that there are six spin-5 fields, TW (3)(z), ∂2W (3)(z),
∂W (4)(z), ∂3T (z), ∂T 2(z), and W (5)(z). Among these fields, the only primary spin-5 field






which can be obtained from the higher spin currents of spin s = 3, 4, 5, the stress energy
tensor, and derivatives, and a single spin-6 primary current.
4 Three-point functions
4.1 Eigenvalue equation of the zero mode of spin-5 current acting on the state
|(f ; 0)〉 in the large N limit
This section describes the three-point functions with scalars for the spin-5 current found
in the previous section. The large N ’t Hooft limit [1] is defined as
N, k →∞, λ ≡ N
N + k
fixed. (4.1)
The product of the SU(N) generators has the following decompositions with δ, d and f
symbols (for example, see reference [7])








A range of quintic products with three d symbols can be obtained from equation (4.2) and
the traceless condition for the anti-hermitian basis.
The zero modes of the current satisfy the commutation relations of the underlying
finite dimensional Lie algebra SU(N). For the state |(f ; 0)〉, T a corresponds to Ka0 and for
the state |(0; f)〉, T a corresponds to Ja0 as follows
|(f ; 0)〉 : T a ↔ Ka0 , |(0; f)〉 : T a ↔ Ja0 .
4.1.1 Eigenvalue equation
Now the zero mode eigenvalue equation of the spin 5 primary field W (5)(z) acting on the
primary state (f ; 0) in the large N ’t Hooft limit can be calculated using the relations in ap-
pendix (D.3). The ground state transforms as a fundamental representation with respect to
Ka0 (and as an antifundamental representation with respect to J
a
0 ). For example, calculate
the following eigenvalue equation corresponding to the first term of the spin-5 current
dabfdfcgdgde(JaJbJcJdJe)0|(f ; 0)〉. (4.3)
How does one obtain the zero mode of the composite operator? Using the standard defi-









0 |(f ; 0)〉. (4.4)
That is, the zero mode is the product of each zero mode but the ordering is reversed (the
indices of a, b, c, d, and e go to the indices of e, d, c, b and a). The next step is to use the
eigenvalue equation. Because the singlet condition for the state (f ; 0) is expressed as
(Ja0 +K
a






The expression (4.4) is equivalent to
−dabfdfcgdgdeJe0Jd0Jc0Jb0Ka0 |(f ; 0)〉 = −dabfdfcgdgdeKa0Je0Jd0Jc0Jb0 |(f ; 0)〉 (4.6)




0 is moved to the left.
The singlet condition (4.5) is applied to the rightmost zero mode Jb0 (4.6) and the following









0|(f ; 0)〉 = dabfdfcgdgdeKa0Kb0Je0Jd0Jc0 |(f ; 0)〉. (4.7)
This procedure can be repeated until all the Ja0 ’s are exchanged with the K
a
0 ’s with the
appropriate ordering. Therefore, the above eigenvalue equation (4.3) becomes
−dabfdfcgdgdeKa0Kb0Kc0Kd0Ke0 |(f ; 0)〉 = −
1
N
dabfdfcgdgdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN4|(f ; 0)〉. (4.8)
In the first line of (4.8), 1
N
is multiplied because the eigenvalue is needed (not the trace). Of
course, the zero mode eigenvalue equation can be expressed using the zero mode Ja0 rather
than Ka0 with the corresponding SU(N) generator rather than T
a.7 Here the following
quantity (related to the first term of spin-5 current) can be used:












(N2 − 4)3(N2 − 1)→ −iN5, (4.10)
where the identities of appendix A of [7], (A.3) and (A.4), are used. Note δaa = N2 − 1.
For N = 3, the above identity is checked explicitly. At the final stage, a large N limit (4.1)
is taken. Similarly, the second-, third-, fourth-, sixth-, seventh-, ninth-, tenth-, eleventh-
and twelfth-terms of the spin-5 current can be analyzed.
One can proceed to calculate the remaining trace identities. For the fifth-term (and
eighth-term) of the spin-5 current, the following calculation can be performed:














i(N2 − 4)2(N2 − 1)→ 4iN3. (4.11)
7Similarly, the following eigenvalue equation corresponding to the ninth-term of the spin-5 current can
be obtained
dacfdfdgdgbe(JaJbKcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabfdfcgdgdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN4|(f ; 0)〉. (4.9)
In the first line of (4.9), the zero mode is obtained by changing the ordering of the current reversely. The
singlet condition (4.5) is used in the second line. There is no change in sign because of the even number of
Ja0 ’s. In the third line,
1
N
is multiplied and the cyclic property of the trace is used. Finally, the previous






The ddd product can be reduced to a single d and the ddf product can be written in terms
of a single f using the identities involving the f - and d-tensors of SU(N). For the N = 3,
the above identity has been checked explicitly. The large N behavior of (4.11) is different
from that of (4.10). The large N limit for the coefficient functions was not considered.
Once the N behavior of these coefficient functions is included, (4.10) and (4.11) do to the
final eigenvalue equations.
For the thirteenth-term (fourteenth-, · · · , 24th-terms) of the spin-5 current, the quintic
product with d symbol and δ symbol is obtained as follows:








(N2 − 4)(N2 − 1)2
→ −iN4. (4.12)
Note that the dd product becomes a single δ symbol. The large N behavior of (4.12) is
different from (4.10) or (4.11). For N = 3, the above identity has been checked explicitly.
One has the quartic products with d symbol and f symbol for the 25th-term (26th-,
27th-, 29th-, 30th-, 31st-, 33rd-, 35th-, 36th-, 37th-, 39th-, 40th-terms) of the spin-5 current
dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d) =
i
4
dabef cdedabff cdf = i(N2 − 4)(N2 − 1)
→ iN4. (4.13)
The large N behavior of (4.13) is the same as that of (4.12).
For the 28th-term of the spin-5 current,



















dace (−Ndace +Ndace) = 0. (4.14)
The dff product reduces to a single d symbol. Furthermore, the contributions from the
32nd-, 34th-, and 38th-terms vanish. For N = 3, 4, the above identities (4.13) and (4.14)
have been checked explicitly.
Finally, the cubic product with the d symbol is calculated for the 41st-term of the
spin-5 current (and 42nd-term, · · · , 52nd-term),






(N2 − 4)(N2 − 1)→ iN3. (4.15)
Moreover, the large N behaviors of spin-5 coefficient functions ai in the large N limit
are given in appendix (D.3).
Let us move on the zero mode eigenvalue with one derivative corresponding to the
25th-term of the spin-5 current
fadedbce(JaJbJc∂Jd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = fadedbce(∂Jd)0Jc0Jb0Ja0 |(f ; 0)〉 = −fadedbceJd0Jc0Jb0Ja0 |(f ; 0)〉









dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉 → iN3|(f ; 0)〉. (4.16)
In the first line of (4.16), the zero mode is taken by reversing the ordering of the current as















, which leads to the zero mode, (∂Ja)0 = −Ja0 . In the second line, the singlet
condition (4.5) is used, and there is no sign change due to the even number of the Ja0 ’s.
Furthermore, the previous result (4.13) is used.8
In this way, the nonzero zero mode contributions of all the terms in W (5)(z) (3.15) can
be obtained.
Let us describe the nonzero contributions. From the analysis in (E.1)–
(E.4), (E.6), (E.7), (E.9)–(E.11), these nine-terms behave as N4 and each coefficient
function in (D.4) has a factor, N . These terms then contribute to the final result in
the large N limit. Furthermore, the non-zero contributions from (E.25)–(E.27), (E.29)–
(E.31), (E.33), (E.35)–(E.37) and (E.39) have a factor, N3, and the coefficient functions
for these terms behave as N2 from (D.4). Finally, from (E.41)–(E.50), these contributions
are given by N2 and the corresponding coefficients behave as N3 from (D.4). By summing
these contributions, the following eigenvalue equation can be obtained for the zero mode
of the spin-5 current W
(5)
0 acting on the state |(f ; 0)〉 in the large N limit
W
(5)
0 |(f ; 0)〉 = −
[
24i(1 + λ)(3 + λ)(4 + λ)
7λ3(2− λ)
]
N5|(f ; 0)〉. (4.18)
The eigenvalue has a very simple factorized form. The same eigenvalue equation at finite
N and k will be evaluated.
4.2 Eigenvalue equation of the zero mode of the spin-5 current acting on the
state |(0; f)〉 in the large N limit
Next the zero mode eigenvalue of the spin-5 primary field W (5)(z) acting on the primary
state |(0; f)〉 is described in a large N ’t Hooft limit using the above (4.10)–(4.15) relations
and appendix (D.3). The ground state transforms as a fundamental representation with
respect to Ja0 and the zero mode K
a
0 has a vanishing eigenvalue equation (i.e. a fundamental
representation with respect to the zero mode of the diagonal current)
Ka0 |(0; f)〉 = 0. (4.19)
8Consider the contribution from the 41st-term of spin-5 current with two derivative terms
dabc(JaJb∂2Jc)0|(f ; 0)〉 = dabc(∂2Jc)0Jb0Ja0 |(f ; 0)〉 = 2dabcJc0Jb0Ja0 |(f ; 0)〉
= −2dabcKa0Kb0Kc0 |(f ; 0)〉 = − 2
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −2iN2|(f ; 0)〉. (4.17)
In the first line of (4.17), the zero mode is taken. The zero mode of the second derivative for the current











≡∑m (∂2Ja)mzm+3 , which
leads to (∂2Ja)0 = 2J
a
0 . In the second line, the singlet condition (4.5) is used. Note the extra minus sign
because of the odd number of the current. As before, 1
N
is multiplied. At the final stage, the result (4.15)






For example, calculate the following eigenvalue equation corresponding to the first-term of
the spin-5 current




dabfdfcgdgdeTr(T eT dT cT bT a)|(0; f)〉, (4.20)
where the previous result (4.4) is used. Equation (4.20) becomes the following expression
using the property of the d symbol
dabfdfcgdgde(JaJbJcJdJe)0|(0; f)〉 = 1
N
dabfdfcgdgdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(0; f)〉
→ −iN4|(0; f)〉. (4.21)
The next non-zero contribution appears in the thirteenth-term. The following nontriv-
ial contribution can be obtained from the thirteenth-term




dabcδdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(0; f)〉
→ −iN3|(0; f)〉, (4.22)
where, as before, the trace property is used and the 1
N
is multiplied to obtain the eigenvalue.
The large N limit is taken at the final stage in (4.22). On the other hand, due to the
N factor from (D.4), the final contribution becomes zero in the large N limit because
N ×N3 = N4 (the leading large N behavior has N5).
The next nonzero contribution appears in the 25th-term as follows:
fadedbce(JaJbJc∂Jd)0|(0; f)〉 = −fadedbceJd0Jc0Jb0Ja0 |(0; f)〉
= − 1
N
dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(0; f)〉
→ −iN3|(0; f)〉. (4.23)
In the first line, the previous relation (4.16) is used. The nonzero contribution in the
41st-term can be obtained
dabc(JaJb∂2Jc)0|(0; f)〉 = 2dabcJa0 Jb0Jc0 |(0; f)〉 =
2
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(0; f)〉
→ 2iN2|(0; f)〉. (4.24)
The first line comes from (4.17). The final nonzero contribution comes from the next
42nd-term and the following is obtained:
dabc(Ja∂Jb∂Jc)0|(0; f)〉 = dabcJa0 Jb0Jc0 |(0; f)〉 =
1
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(0; f)〉
→ iN2|(0; f)〉. (4.25)
By combining (4.21), (4.23), (4.24) and (4.25) with the corresponding coefficients in
the large N limit (D.4), the final zero mode eigenvalue equation can be obtained as follows:
W
(5)

































The same eigenvalue equation at finite N and k can be determined later.
4.3 Three-point functions in the large N limit
Consider the diagonal modular invariant, by pairing up identical representations on the
left (holomorphic) and right (antiholomorphic) sectors. One of the primaries is given by
(f ; 0)⊗ (f ; 0) [18]. From the previous result (4.18), the eigenvalue of the spin-5 zero mode
for (f ; 0)⊗ (f ; 0) is
W
(5)
0 |O+〉 = −
[
24i(1 + λ)(3 + λ)(4 + λ)
7λ3(2− λ)
]
N5|O+〉, O+ ≡ (f ; 0)⊗ (f ; 0). (4.27)
In addition, the eigenvalue of the spin-5 zero mode for (0; f) ⊗ (0; f), which is another
primary, can be obtained. In this case, only four terms with no Ka can survive because





24i(1− λ)(3− λ)(4− λ)
7λ3(2 + λ)
]
N5|O−〉, O− ≡ (0; f)⊗ (0; f). (4.28)
Symmetry exists between (4.27) and (4.28). One can be obtained from the other by
taking λ → −λ and vice versa. Similar relations can be obtained for the other primaries






24i(1 + λ)(3 + λ)(4 + λ)
7λ3(2− λ)
]
N5|O+〉, O+ ≡ (f ; 0)⊗ (f ; 0),
W
(5)
0 |O−〉 = −
[
24i(1− λ)(3− λ)(4− λ)
7λ3(2 + λ)
]
N5|O−〉, O− ≡ (0; f)⊗ (0; f). (4.29)
Compared to (4.27) and (4.28), there is an overall sign change.
The three-point functions of spin-5 current with two scalars from (4.27) and (4.28)
(or (4.29)) can then be expressed as
〈O+O+W (5)〉 = −
[










The following result can be obtained by dividing these two relations (4.30) and (4.31):
〈O+O+W (5)〉
〈O−O−W (5)〉
= −(1 + λ)(2 + λ)(3 + λ)(4 + λ)
(1− λ)(2− λ)(3− λ)(4− λ) . (4.32)
When λ = 12 , this becomes −9, which is precisely the same as the bulk computation for






Recall that the ratio (4.32) containing constant 1 without a minus sign is precisely the ratio
for the spin-2 current, the ratio (4.32) containing constants 1 and 2 is exactly the ratio
for the spin-3 current and the ratio (4.32) containing constants 1, 2, 3 without a minus
sign is exactly the ratio for the spin-4 current. For the spin-5 current, the ratio of the
three-point function is obtained from that of the spin-4 current by multiplying − (4+λ)(4−λ) . See
footnote 10. The ratio of three-point function for the spin-s current can be expressed as
(−1)s∏s−1n=1 (n+λ)(n−λ) .9 This issue for the finite N and k will be addressed later.
Thus far, the normalization for the spin-5 current is not considered. The normalized
spin 5 primary field W˜ (5)(z) can be obtained using the unnormalized spin-5 current













25(5c+ 22)(N − 4) [c(N + 4) + 3(5N + 4)(N − 1)]
(7c+ 114)(N − 2) [c(N + 2) + (3N + 2)(N − 1)] , (4.33)
where B is the overall coefficient function of the spin-3 current [4], C534 is the structure
constant and is given in [2, 20]. Note the factor (N − 4) in this expression. This suggests
that the SU(4) coset model does not produce a spin-5 current, as mentioned before.
Moreover the structure constant C433 was given in (3.13). The structure constant C
5
34 can









, where Cˆ433 is the structure constant
for N = 4. Therefore, for N = 4, the structure constant vanishes. Accordingly, how
does one obtain the relative coefficient factor in W˜ (5)(z) in (4.33)? Originally, the spin-3
current has an overall factor B. One can multiply B at both sides in (3.12). For the spin-4
current, this study did not consider the structure constant C433 in [7] in front of W
(4)(w) of
the second order pole in the OPE W (3)(z)W (3)(w). This analysis checked that for N = 4,
the spin-4 current W
(4)(z)
C433
provides the highest singular term, c4 , correctly. This suggests
that one should divide out the structure constant C433 in (3.12).
10 B
C433
W (5)(w) is on the
right hand side. Once again, this quantity should be multiplied by the structure constant
9More explicitly, one can use the equations (4.51) and (4.53) of [19] to check the bulk result corresponding
to (4.32). What does this imply in the bulk theory side? The three-point function in the bulk theory can be
determined from the asymptotic behavior of a scalar field in AdS3 as the radial coordinate goes to infinity.
On the other hand, the CFT result of this paper (i.e. the equation (4.32)) indicates that for fixed spin s = 5,
the λ-dependent part of this scalar field asymptotics has very simple factorized forms ±∏4n=1(n±λ). This
provides the nontrivial information on the change in the AdS3 scalar under the gauge transformation for
the higher spin deformation in the bulk theory. Of course, this feature arises in section 4 of [19] via
bulk theory computation. Therefore, one might think that the physical implication for the three-point
function (4.32) is to indicate a hidden functional dependence of the change in the AdS3 scalar (under the
gauge transformation) on the deformation parameter λ where the λ = 1
2
in undeformed bulk theory.
10The eigenvalue equations can be calculated for the other currents. For the spin-4 current, the large N









(2 + λ)(3 + λ)





















W (5)(w), which is denoted by
W˜ (5)(w). The central charge term of the OPE between W˜ (5) and itself will have the form





+ · · · . (4.37)









(2 + λ)(3 + λ)(4 + λ)
(2− λ)(3− λ)(4− λ) |O+〉,
W˜
(5)






(2− λ)(3− λ)(4− λ)
(2 + λ)(3 + λ)(4 + λ)
|O−〉. (4.38)
From the description of footnote 10, the general λ dependent behavior for the eigenvalue







(2 + λ)(3 + λ) · · · (s− 1 + λ)









(2− λ)(3− λ) · · · (s− 1− λ)
(2 + λ)(3 + λ) · · · (s− 1 + λ)
]
|O−〉. (4.39)
In (4.39), the second equation can be obtained from the first equation by taking λ → −λ
and vice versa up to an overall sign.













(3− λ)(3 + λ)(4− λ)(4 + λ)
(2− λ)(2 + λ) . (4.40)
4.4 Eigenvalue equations and three-point functions at a finite (N, k)
At a finite N and k, the 52 coefficient functions are given in terms of (N, k) in (D.1) and
the identities (4.10)–(4.15) hold for any N . The exact zero mode eigenvalue equations
can be obtained. Surprisingly, the eigenvalue equations are simple factorized forms.
For the spin-3 current, by multiplying (4.22) or (4.20) of [13] by the constant A1 (3.8) and constant B (4.33)










(2− λ) |O+〉, W˜
(3)









The λ-dependent part of the eigenvalue equation of spin-4 current in (4.34) can be obtained from that of








, respectively, up to the sign. This feature












(1 + λ)|O+〉, T0|O−〉 = 1
2
(1− λ)|O−〉, (4.36)






For the primary state, |(f ; 0)〉, the 48 terms contribute to the final result. The traces
corresponding to the 28th, 32nd, 34th, and 38th terms of the spin-5 current are identically
zero. The eigenvalue equation can be expressed as follows:
W
(5)
0 |(f ; 0)〉 =
[−24i(k + 1)(N − 4)(N − 3)(N − 1)(N + 1)2(N + 2)(k +N + 1)(k + 2N)
(k + 2N + 1)(3k + 4N + 3)(4k + 5N + 4)/
(
N3(2k +N)(7k2N + 107k2 + 14kN2
+ 221kN + 107k + 114N2 + 114N)
)] |(f ; 0)〉. (4.41)
Note the factor (N − 4)(N − 3) in the numerator of (4.41). (N − s+1)(N − s+2) · · · (N −
4)(N − 3) is expected in the general spin-s eigenvalue equation. Of course, the large N
limit result (4.18) can be reproduced from the more general result (4.41).
For the other primary state |(0; f)〉, the eigenvalue equation becomes
W
(5)
0 |(0; f)〉 =
[
24ik(k + 1)(N − 4)(N − 3)(N − 1)(N + 1)2(N + 2)(k +N)(k + 2N)(3k + 2N)
(4k + 3N)/
(
N3(2k + 3N + 2)(7k2N + 107k2 + 14kN2 + 221kN + 107k + 114N2
+ 114N))] |(0; f)〉. (4.42)
The factor, (N − 4)(N − 3), in (4.42) appears in this case and the large N limit (4.26) can
be obtained from the more general result (4.42). The three-point functions from (4.41)
and (4.42) can be summarized as
〈O+O+W (5)〉 =
[−24i(k + 1)(N − 4)(N − 3)(N − 1)(N + 1)2(N + 2)(k +N + 1)(k + 2N)
(k + 2N + 1)(3k + 4N + 3)(4k + 5N + 4)/
(
N3(2k +N)(7k2N + 107k2 + 14kN2





24ik(k + 1)(N − 4)(N − 3)(N − 1)(N + 1)2(N + 2)(k +N)(k + 2N)(3k + 2N)
(4k + 3N)/
(
N3(2k + 3N + 2)(7k2N + 107k2 + 14kN2 + 221kN + 107k + 114N2
+ 114N))] . (4.43)
Obviously, the previous results (4.30) and (4.31) can be obtained from (4.43) with the
appropriate limit.
From (4.41) and (4.42) or (4.43), the ratio between the three-point functions at a finite






W (5)〉 = −
(k +N + 1)(k + 2N + 1)(2k + 3N + 2)(3k + 4N + 3)(4k + 5N + 4)
k(k +N)(2k +N)(3k + 2N)(4k + 3N)
. (4.44)
Of course, the large N behavior in (4.32) can be observed from this general expression
by taking the appropriate limit as before. In other words, (4.32) is obtained once the
numerical constants, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4 in the numerator of (4.44) are ignored. This result comes
from the WN coset CFT at a finite N and k, and corresponds to the ratio of three-point
functions in the deformed AdS3 bulk theory.
11
11For the lower spin currents, the eigenvalues and three-point functions can also be analyzed. For the
spin-4 current (A.1) or (3.9), the following result is described in appendix F (F.25)
W
(4)
0 |(f ; 0)〉 =
[
2(k + 1)(N − 3)(N2 − 1)(k + 2N)(k + 2N + 1)(3k + 4N + 3)





0 |(0; f)〉 =
[
2k(k + 1)(N − 3)(N2 − 1)(k + 2N)(3k + 2N)
N2(k +N + 1)(2k + 3N + 2) d(N, k)
]
|(0; f)〉, (4.45)






In [2, 5], the minimal representation of W∞[µ], where the fewest number of low lying
states exists, was studied. Indirectly, the eigenvalue of the zero mode of the spin-5 current,
x, can be expressed in terms of the spin (or conformal dimension), h, the eigenvalue of spin-
3 current, w, the eigenvalue of spin-4 current, u (note that four times their spin-4 field is
equal to the spin-4 current in the present study and see (A.22) of [2]), the central charge c,







2, which depends on (c, µ).
Explicitly, equations (B.8), (B.15), (B.16) and (B.17) of [2] (where the version 2 of arXiv
corrected some typographical errors that appeared in the version 1 of arXiv) contain the
eigenvalue of the zero mode of the spin-5 current, x. By substituting the following quantities
N4 =
6(1 + k)(−3 +N)(1 +N)(k + 2N)(3k + 2N)(3 + 3k + 4N)
7(−2 +N)(2k +N)(2 + 2k + 3N) d(N, k) ,





h(f ; 0) =
(N − 1)(k + 2N + 1)
2N(k +N)
,
w(f ; 0) = − i
N2
(N2 − 4)(N2 − 1)(k +N + 1)(k + 2N + 1)(2k + 3N + 2),
u(f ; 0) =
2(k + 1)(N − 3)(N2 − 1)(k + 2N)(k + 2N + 1)(3k + 4N + 3)
N2(k +N)(2k +N) d(N, k)
,
c =
k(−1 +N)(1 + k + 2N)
(k +N)(1 + k +N)
, (4.48)





















the eigenvalue given in (4.41) can be derived. Note that B times a spin-5 current is equal
to 4× 5(= 20) times their spin-5 field. This is why the extra numerical factor 20 is placed
the factor (N − 3). All the terms in (A.1) or (3.9) contribute to the first eigenvalue, whereas three terms
in (A.1) (or four terms in (3.9)) can survive in the second eigenvalue in (4.45). For the spin-3 current (3.7),
the two eigenvalue equations from appendix F (F.26) are
W
(3)













k(N2 − 4)(N2 − 1)(k +N)(2k +N)
]
|(0; f)〉. (4.46)
The first term of (3.7) can contribute to the second eigenvalue of (4.46). Note the factor (N − 2) in (4.46).
Finally, the spin-2 current (2.6) has the following eigenvalue equations with appendix F (F.27)
T0|(f ; 0)〉 =
[
(N − 1)(k + 2N + 1)
2N(k +N)
]
|(f ; 0)〉, T0|(0; f)〉 =
[
k(N − 1)
2N(k +N + 1)
]
|(0; f)〉. (4.47)







in (4.49). In addition, the eigenvalues in the expressions (4.45), (4.46) and (4.47) are substi-
tuted in (4.48). Similarly, using the following eigenvalues with the other quantities in (4.48)
h(0; f) =
k(N − 1)





k(N2 − 4)(N2 − 1)(k +N)(2k +N),
u(0; f) =
2k(k + 1)(N − 3)(N2 − 1)(k + 2N)(3k + 2N)
N2(k +N + 1)(2k + 3N + 2) d(N, k)
, (4.50)
the expression (4.49) leads to the other eigenvalue in (4.42). Checking that the eigenvalues
for the spin-2, 3, 4 fields written in terms of the conformal dimension, h, and the central
charge c in [2] coincide with those expressed as N and k in (4.48) and (4.50) is quite simple.
The following ratios between the three-point functions for spin s = 2, 3, 4 can be















(k +N + 1)(k + 2N + 1)(2k + 3N + 2)(3k + 4N + 3)
k(k +N)(2k +N)(3k + 2N)
. (4.51)
At s = 5, equation (4.44) can be derived. As a spin s increases, the extra factors in the
numerator and denominator appear up to the sign. This can be generalized to the arbitrary
spin-s current, W (s), whose ratio is expressed as
〈O+O+W (s)〉
〈O−O−W (s)〉





nk + (n+ 1)N + n
nk + (n− 1)N
]
. (4.52)
Of course, this generalizes the fixed λ = 12 case in bulk theory [18] and the arbitrary λ in the
boundary/bulk theory [19] to the finiteN and k. In other words, for fixed spin s, each factor
in the numerator of (4.52) has the extra numerical constants, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, · · · , (s− 1). The
previous results in [19], where they assumed W∞[λ] symmetry in the CFT computations,
can be obtained if these constants are ignored.
4.5 More general coset model
The more general coset model, G
H







Many additional extra currents can be expected in the general coset model (4.53). The
corresponding algebra should be larger than the conventional WN algebra. For example,






model. Recall that the spin-3 and spin-4 currents with arbitrary levels (k1, k2) are known
in the general coset model. If the central charge term of the OPE between the spin-4
current with itself (which is equal to c4 with the central charge in the general coset model)
is calculated, the explicit form for the structure constant, C433, in the general coset model
can be determined completely.
The explicit forms of C433 for some fixed N from the Thielemans package [17] are
presented. The left hand side of (3.12) is known for an arbitrary (k1, k2) with a fixed
N = 4, 5, and two arbitrary parameters in front of ηΛ and ηW are introduced. The spin-5
current can be written as in (3.14) with two parameters. Now the OPE between T (z) and
the spin-5 current can be calculated by requiring the primary condition. The above two
parameters can be fixed completely and the structure constants for a fixed N = 4, 5 with
arbitrary levels are as follows:[




























2 + 309625k2 + 148750)
+ 25(k2 + 5)
2(103k22 + 1030k2 + 3375))
]
/ [21(2k1 + 5)(2k2 + 5)
×(2k31(71k2 + 55) + k21(284k22 + 2705k2 + 1925) + k1(142k32 + 2705k22






























2 + 13280k2 + 6592)
+ 64(k2 + 4)













2 + 6592k2 + 5632)




These structure constants are reduced to the structure constants of the minimal model
when k1 is fixed to 1 (Of course, k2 = k). Furthermore, the highest singular term of the
spin-4 current (when N = 4) was checked to ensure that it behaves correctly with (4.54).
5 Conclusions and outlook
The spin-5 Casimir operator (3.15) was obtained by calculating the second-order pole in
the OPE between the spin-3 Casimir operator (3.7) and the spin-4 Casimir operator (3.9).
The three-point functions with two scalars (4.30) and (4.31) for all values of the ’t Hooft
coupling in the large N limit (and without any limit) were obtained by analyzing the
zero-mode eigenvalue equations carefully. These three-point functions (4.43) were dual to
those in the AdS3 higher spin gravity theory with matter. A future study should calculate
the corresponding three-point functions in the bulk theory.
• Although the spin-5 current contains the multiple product between the d, f symbol
of rank 3, or the δ symbol of rank 2, one does not observe a completely symmetric traceless
d symbol of rank 5. A future study should examine the generalization of (A.3) to a higher






current, where s ≥ 4, one can imagine that a higher d symbol of rank s can be written
in terms of the multiple product of d symbol of rank 3, where the number of d symbols is
(s− 2). The generalization of [21] to the multiple product of d symbols is needed.
• Because the spin-4 current is known for any arbitrary level (k1, k2), it would be
interesting to calculate the eighth-order pole of the OPE between the spin-4 current and
itself, as mentioned before. Once this is done, the structure constant C433 in the general coset
model can then be obtained. Of course, this structure constant will reduce to the previous
result (3.13) in the coset minimal model (1.1) when k1 = 1 and k2 = k. Furthermore, for
N = 4 or N = 5, one should obtain the relations (4.54).
• What of the spin-6 current? From the vacuum character computation described
before, there are eleven nonprimary spin-6 currents that can be constructed from the spin-
2, 3, 4, 5 currents (with some derivatives) and a single primary spin-6 current. This current
might be constructed by calculating the OPE between the spin-3 current (3.7) and spin-5
current (3.15). Definitely, the independent terms will be greater than 52 terms for the
spin-5 current. At least, relation (4.52) for s = 6 can be observed. Furthermore, because
of this relation, one also expects that the eigenvalue equations for two coset primary states
has factorized forms, as in the other lower higher spin cases. In a bulk theory point of view,
the asymptotic quantum symmetry algebraW∞[µ] in [2] should be extended to the algebra
containing the commutator between the spin-3 Laurent mode and the spin-5 Laurent mode.
The previous work given in [22] (classical algebra) is expected to be helpful in obtaining
this commutator. When N = 6, the above construction should be related to the work
reported elsewhere [23], where W6 algebra was studied.
• Because the spin-3, 4, 5 Casimir currents are known for the coset model (1.1), one can
also check whether the other structure constants, C444, C
5
45 in [20], can be expressed in terms
of C433 (3.13). The former can be obtained from the highest singular term in the OPE of the
spin-4 current and itself and the latter can be obtained from the OPE of the spin-4 current
and the spin-5 current as well as the OPE between the spin-5 current and itself. In principle,
the other OPEs, spin-3 spin-5, spin-4 spin-4, spin-4 spin-5, and spin-5 spin-5, can be ob-
tained and the algebra should be related to theW5 algebra [23], where N is fixed to N = 5.
Extracting several quasi-primary fields in these OPEs is nontrivial. For example, the OPE
between the spin-5 current and itself provides the second order pole, where the possible
quasi-primary fields of spin-8 arise. Even in the well-known quantum Miura transforma-
tions [3], the formula appears quite complicated. As mentioned in the introduction, the
general procedure to obtain the correct quasi-primaries is based on previous studies [8–12].
• The N = 1 supersymmetric coset model can be obtained by taking one of the levels
to be N in the context of that reported elsewhere [12, 24, 25]. The immediate question
in this direction is what are the spin contents of this coset model? A future study should
examine this particular coset model because this might be the possible dual theory for the
AdS3 string theory. Determining the N -generalization for the character technique is an
open problem.
• The duality in [1, 2] has been generalized to the duality with the other group, which
is analogous to the O(N) vector model in one dimension higher [26, 27]. In [28, 29], the






construction with orthogonal group has the symmetric SO(N) invariant tensor of rank
2. In other words, the general N -dependence in the OPEs can be read off from the fixed
several N case results. No complicated contractions were observed between the d symbols
in the SU(N) coset model.
• The large N = 4 holography was found recently in [30]. The 2-dimensional CFT has
many supersymmetries. Sometimes it is useful for describing the explicit construction of
Casimir operators in N = 2 superspace. For example, in the context of the N = 2 Kazama-
Suzuki model. Some relevant descriptions can be found in [31, 32]. Thus far, it is unknown
how to construct the N = 4 extension of W3 algebra. Among the sixteen currents (in the
spin contents, they are given by four spin-12 currents, seven spin-1 currents, four spin-
3
2
currents and a spin-2 current) in this large N = 4 superconformal algebra, only eleven
currents, after projecting out four spin-12 currents and a spin-1 current, play an important
role in higher spin theory. The possible lowest higher spin current contains the following
spin contents (1, 32 ,
3
2 , 2), (
3










2 , 3) in N = 2 superspace nota-
tion. In a future study, it would be very interesting to construct the above eleven currents
living in large N = 4 nonlinear algebra and the above sixteen currents that act as extra
higher spin currents in the specific coset model suggested in [30]. Therefore, it would be
interesting to find (11 + 16) currents explicitly in terms of the coset WZW primaries.
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A Coefficient functions appearing in the spin-4 current
The spin-4 current can be obtained by calculating the second-order pole in the OPE between
the spin-3 current and itself. In this calculation, the quasi-primary field of spin-4 and the
descendant term of stress energy tensor of spin-4 with the correct coefficients should be
subtracted from the above second-order pole. The coset spin-4 primary field is given by [7]
































where the coefficient functions ci are given in [7] or in appendix A (A.5)–(A.23). As the OPE






the d symbols should be used. Therefore, it is better to rewrite the above spin-4 current
using the d symbol of rank 3. The various identities of these d symbols of rank 3 can be used.
Using the identity [7]











the first term of (A.1) can be decomposed into the right hand side of (A.2), where the
following identity is used [33]




δabδcd + δacδbd + δadδbc
)
. (A.3)
The first term of (A.1) can be absorbed into the sixth- and eleventh-terms of (A.1) besides
the derivative terms.
One can calculate similar identities as follows [7]:





2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N(N2 + 1)
fabc∂JaJbKc(z) +
2(N2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
∂2JaKa(z),









2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
∂Ja∂Ka(z),





3(N2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N(N2 + 1)
fabc∂KaKbJc(z)− (N
2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
Ja∂2Ka(z),
dabcdKaKbKcKd(z) = dabcdJaJbJcJd(z)|Ja↔Ka . (A.4)
Checking whether the second term of (A.1) can be absorbed into the seventh- and twelfth-
terms of (A.1) is relatively simple. Furthermore, the f symbol term (due to the normal
ordering of the currents Ja(z) and Ka(z)) in the first equation of (A.4) newly arises. The
third term of (A.1) can contribute to the eighth- and thirteenth-terms and the two new
independent terms appear. Similarly, the fourth-term of (A.1) can be absorbed into the
ninth- and fourteenth-terms. In this case, the f symbol term also arises. The symmetry
between the spin-1 currents is used at the final equation of (A.4). That is, the left hand side
of that equation can be obtained from (A.2) by changing Ja(z) to Ka(z) and vice versa.
The following presents the various coefficient functions in (A.1) that appeared in [7]:
c1 =
[−k2(N2 + 1)(k21k2N2 − 3k21k2 − 2k21N + k1k22N2 − 3k1k22 + 2k1k2N3 − 8k1k2N




2(N − 2)(N + 2)(N2 − 3)(k1 +N)(k1 + k2 +N)
× D(k1, k2, N)] , (A.5)
c2 =
[−2N(N2 + 1)(10k31k2N2 − 30k31k2 − 20k31N + 30k21k22N2 − 90k21k22 + 35k21k2N3










3(N − 2)(N + 2)(N2 − 3)
× (2k1 +N)(k1 + k2 +N)(2k1 + 2k2 + 3N)D(k1, k2, N)] , (A.6)
c3 =
N




2 − 15k21k2 − 10k21N + 5k1k22N2 − 15k1k22 + 10k1k2N3




3(N − 2)(N + 2)(N2 − 3)
× (k1 + k2 +N)(2k1 + 2k2 + 3N)D(k1, k2, N)] , (A.8)
c5 =
[−k1(N2 + 1)(k21k2N2 − 3k21k2 − 2k21N + k1k22N2 − 3k1k22 + 2k1k2N3 − 8k1k2N




2(N − 2)(N + 2)(N2 − 3)(k2 +N)(k1 + k2 +N)






4 − 12k41k2N2 − 18k41k2 − 12k41N3 − 12k41N + 12k31k22N4 − 24k31k22N2
−36k31k22 + 24k31k2N5 − 72k31k2N3 − 96k31k2N − 48k31N4 − 48k31N2 + 6k21k32N4
−12k21k32N2 − 18k21k32 + 32k21k22N5 − 76k21k22N3 − 156k21k22N + 31k21k2N6 − 112k21k2N4
−255k21k2N2 − 58k21N5 − 102k21N3 + 8k1k32N5 − 16k1k32N3 − 72k1k32N + 23k1k22N6
−48k1k22N4 − 279k1k22N2 + 14k1k2N7 − 42k1k2N5 − 324k1k2N3 − 20k1N6 − 108k1N4
+ 16k32N
4 − 72k32N2 + 34k22N5 − 186k22N3 + 20k2N6 − 156k2N4 + 2N7 − 42N5)
]
/
× [(N − 2)(N + 2)(N2 − 3)(k1 +N)(2k1 +N)(k1 + k2 +N)(2k1 + 2k2 + 3N)
















5 − 80k1k22N3 + 113k1k22N + 10k1k2N6 − 90k1k2N4 + 168k1k2N2
−22k1N5 + 66k1N3 − 10k32N3 + 78k32N − 30k22N4 + 190k22N2 − 22k2N5 + 154k2N3
− 2N6 + 42N4)] / [(N − 2)(N + 2)(N2 − 3)(2k1 +N)(k1 + k2 +N)(2k1 + 2k2 + 3N)
× D(k1, k2, N)] , (A.11)
c8 =
2N2
(N − 2)(N + 2)(2k1 +N)(2k2 +N)(2k1 + 2k2 + 3N) , (A.12)
c9 =
[−4N(5k31k2N4 + 2k31k2N2 − 51k31k2 + 22k31N3 − 66k31N + 10k21k22N4 − 8k21k22N2
−66k21k22 + 15k21k2N5 + 12k21k2N3 − 211k21k2N + 50k21N4 − 170k21N2 + 5k1k32N4
−10k1k32N2 − 15k1k32 + 15k1k22N5 − 28k1k22N3 − 155k1k22N + 10k1k2N6 − 2k1k2N4
−280k1k2N2 + 26k1N5 − 150k1N3 − 10k32N3 − 10k32N − 30k22N4 − 74k22N2 − 22k2N5




(N − 2)(N + 2)(N2 − 3)(2k2 +N)(k1 + k2 +N)








4 − 12k31k22N2 − 18k31k22 + 8k31k2N5 − 16k31k2N3 − 72k31k2N + 16k31N4
−72k31N2 + 12k21k32N4 − 24k21k32N2 − 36k21k32 + 32k21k22N5 − 76k21k22N3 − 156k21k22N
+23k21k2N
6 − 48k21k2N4 − 279k21k2N2 + 34k21N5 − 186k21N3 + 6k1k42N4 − 12k1k42N2
−18k1k42 + 24k1k32N5 − 72k1k32N3 − 96k1k32N + 31k1k22N6 − 112k1k22N4 − 255k1k22N2
+14k1k2N
7 − 42k1k2N5 − 324k1k2N3 + 20k1N6 − 156k1N4 − 12k42N3 − 12k42N
− 48k32N4 − 48k32N2 − 58k22N5 − 102k22N3 − 20k2N6 − 108k2N4 + 2N7 − 42N5)
]
/
× [(N − 2)(N + 2)(N2 − 3)(k2 +N)(2k2 +N)(k1 + k2 +N)(2k1 + 2k2 + 3N)
× D(k1, k2, N)] , (A.14)
c11 =
[−2k2(3k21k2N2 − 9k21k2 − 6k21N + 3k1k22N2 − 9k1k22 + 6k1k2N3 − 24k1k2N − 12k1N2
+ 4k22N




N(N2 − 3)(k1 +N)(k1 + k2 +N)








8(−10k31k2N2 + 30k31k2 + 20k31N − 14k21k22N2 + 42k21k22 − 19k21k2N3 + 85k21k2N
+38k21N
2 − 4k1k32N2 + 12k1k32 − 7k1k22N3 + 17k1k22N + 2k1k2N4 + 8k32N3 − 48k32N
+ 20k22N




(N2 − 3)(2k1 +N)
× (k1 + k2 +N)(2k1 + 2k2 + 3N)D(k1, k2, N)] , (A.16)
c13 =
[−4(3k21k2N2 − 9k21k2 − 22k21N + 3k1k22N2 − 9k1k22 + 2k1k2N3 − 44k1k2N − 44k1N2




(N2 + 1)(k1 + k2 +N)(2k1 + 2k2 + 3N)




2 − 24k31 + 13k21k2N2 − 39k21k2 + 20k21N3 − 70k21N + 5k1k22N2 − 15k1k22
+ 18k1k2N





× (k1 + k2 +N)(2k1 + 2k2 + 3N)D(k1, k2, N)] , (A.18)
c15 =
[−2k1(3k21k2N2 − 9k21k2 + 4k21N3 − 18k21N + 3k1k22N2 − 9k1k22 + 6k1k2N3 − 24k1k2N
+ 4k1N




N(N2 − 3)(k2 +N)(k1 + k2 +N)




2 − 18k41k2 − 12k41N + 12k31k22N2 − 36k31k22 + 29k31k2N3 − 111k31k2N
−58k31N2 + 6k21k32N2 − 18k21k32 + 42k21k22N3 − 150k21k22N + 46k21k2N4 − 230k21k2N2
−88k21N3 + 13k1k32N3 − 51k1k32N + 38k1k22N4 − 166k1k22N2 + 24k1k2N5 − 156k1k2N3
− 42k1N4 + 6k32N2 + 4k22N3 − 2k2N4)
]
/ [3(2k1 +N)(k1 + k2 +N)(2k1 + 2k2 + 3N)
× D(k1, k2, N)] , (A.20)
c20 =
[−2(3k31k2N4 − 6k31k2N2 − 9k31k2 − 6k31N3 − 6k31N + 6k21k22N4 − 12k21k22N2 − 18k21k22
+8k21k2N




5 − 34k1k22N3 − 18k1k22N + 4k1k2N6 − 64k1k2N4 + 24k1k2N2 − 46k1N5
+ 42k1N
3 − 6k32N3 − 6k32N − 32k22N4 + 12k22N2 − 46k2N5 + 42k2N3 − 20N6 + 24N4)
]
/
× [(N2 + 1)(k1 + k2 +N)(2k1 + 2k2 + 3N)D(k1, k2, N)] , (A.21)
c22 =
[
2(k1 + k2 + 2N)(3k
2
1k2N
2 − 9k21k2 − 6k21N + 3k1k22N2 − 9k1k22 + 2k1k2N3 − 12k1k2N
− 4k1N2 − 6k22N − 4k2N2 + 2N3)
]
/ [3(k1 + k2 +N)(2k1 + 2k2 + 3N)
× D(k1, k2, N)] , (A.22)
c23 =
[−8(3k21k2N2 − 9k21k2 + 8k21N3 − 14k21N + 3k1k22N2 − 9k1k22 + 18k1k2N3 − 28k1k2N
+ 20k1N
4 − 24k1N2 + 8k22N3 − 14k22N + 20k2N4 − 24k2N2 + 12N5 − 10N3)
]
/
× [(N2 + 1)(k1 + k2 +N)(2k1 + 2k2 + 3N)D(k1, k2, N)] , (A.23)
where
D(k1, k2, N) ≡ 5k21k2N2+17k21k2+22k21N+5k1k22N2+17k1k22+10k1k2N3+56k1k2N
+44k1N
2 + 22k22N + 44k2N
2 + 22N3. (A.24)
Note that (ci + bi) in [7] is replaced with ci here. Of course, in the coset model (1.1), the
levels are fixed to k1 = 1 and k2 = k.
B Intermediate spin-5 field contents in the second-order pole of the OPE
W (3)(z)W (4)(w)
The second-order pole in W (3)(z)W (4)(w) (3.14) can be calculated explicitly using the
spin-3 current in (3.7) and the spin-4 current in (3.9). Consider the first term Q(z) ≡






For the spin-4 current, only the fields that did not have a d symbol were considered. Twelve
quartic terms can be obtained from the following five terms with the free indices.
JaJbJcJd(w), JaJbJcKd(w), JaJbKcKd(w), JaKbKcKd(w), KaKbKcKd(w).
(B.1)
After calculating the OPE betweenQ(z) with the five fields in (B.1), the nine OPEs between
Q(z) with the remaining nine terms in the spin-4 currents are given. The following fourteen































































For the quartic terms in the left hand side, the extra d or δ symbols are multiplied to obtain
the final result for the second order pole. Further simplifications for the right hand side
of (B.2) is needed to analyze the zero mode eigenvalue equations. In other words, field
Qa(z) should be located at the right hand side of field Ja(z) by moving Qa(z) to the right.
Field Ka(z) can be placed to the right. This issue will be addressed in appendix C.
Let us introduce spin-2 operator for convenience.
La(z) ≡ dabcJbKc(z). (B.3)






LaJbJcJd + JaLbJcJd + JaJbLcJd
+JaJbJcLd − fafgdbeg∂(JeKf )JcJd − fafgdcegJb∂(JeKf )Jd − fafgddegJbJc∂(JeKf )
−f bfgdcegJa∂(JeKf )Jd − f bfgddegJaJc∂(JeKf ) −f cfgddegJaJb∂(JeKf )] (w)
−fafgf beg(QeKf )JcJd(w)− fafgf cegJb(QeKf )Jd(w)− fafgfdegJbJc(QeKf )(w)











+KdJaJbLc − fafgdbegKd∂(JeKf )Jc − fafgdcegKdJb∂(JeKf )− f bfgdcegKdJa∂(JeKf )
+fdfgdaeg∂(JeKf )JbJc + fdfgdbegJa∂(JeKf )Jc + fdfgdcegJaJb∂(JeKf )
]
(w)
−fafgf begKd(QeKf )Jc(w)− fafgf cegKdJb(QeKf )(w)− f bfgf cegKdJa(QeKf )(w)






+ JaLbKcKd − fafgdbeg∂(JeKf )KcKd] (w) + k2 (faceJb∂QeKd + fadeJbKc∂Qe
+f bceJa∂QeKd + f bdeJaKc∂Qe − f cdeJaJb∂Qe) (w)− fafgf beg(QeKf )KcKd(w)
+f cfgfaegJb(QeKf )Kd(w) + fdfgfaegJbKc(QeKf )(w) + f begf cfgJa(QeKf )Kd(w)
+f begfdfgJaKc(QeKf )(w)− f cegfdfgJaJb(QeKf )(w),
KeQe(z) JaKbKcKd(w)| 1
(z−w)2
= −(2k1 +N)LaKbKcKd(w)− k2
(
JaQbKcKd + JaKbQcKd
+JaKbKcQd − fabe∂QeKcKd − faceKb∂QeKd − fadeKbKc∂Qe + f bceJa∂QeKd
+ f bdeJaKc∂Qe + f cdeJaKb∂Qe
)
(w) + faegf bfg(QeKf )KcKd(w) + faegf cfgKb(QeKf )Kd(w)







+KaKbKcQd + fabe∂QeKcKd + faceKb∂QeKd + fadeKbKc∂Qe + f bceKa∂QeKd
+f bdeKaKc∂Qe + f cdeKaKb∂Qe
)
(w)− faegf bfg(QeKf )KcKd(w)− faegf cfgKb(QeKf )Kd(w)




= −3(2k1 +N)∂2LaKa(w)− k2∂2JaQa(w) + 2fabc∂(QaKb)Kc(w),
KeQe(z) ∂Ja∂Ka(w)| 1
(z−w)2









(−fabc∂JaJbQc + 2N∂Ja∂Qa) (w)
+(2k1 +N)






2fabc∂QaJbKc + fabc∂KaJbQc − 2N∂Ka∂Qa) (w)






























Further simplifications for the right hand side of (B.4) with the appropriate normal






The second order pole for the third term dabcJaKbKc(z) ≡ JeRe(z) of (3.7) and the


















































































































Finally, the second order pole in the OPE between the fourth term dabcKaKbKc(z) ≡







































































































Therefore, the second order pole structures are exhausted. Further simplifications are given
in appendix C.
C Details of the fully normal ordered spin-5 operator
Thus far, the results from the previous appendices are not fully ordered in the sense of [34].
Further simplifications are needed with the help of the rearrangement lemma.




























For example, take Q(z)dabedcdeJaJbKcKd(w)| 1
(z−w)2
from the third equation of (B.2) in









As stated before, the field Qa(z) in (C.2) should be moved to the right. The right hand
side of (C.2) can be expressed as
−3(k1 +N)dabedcde
(
JbQaKcKd − [Jb, Qa]KcKd + JaQbKcKd
)
(w) (C.3)















Owing to the antisymmetric property of the f symbol and the symmetric property of the



















JfJgJaKcKd − [Jf , Ja]JgKcKd − Jf [Jg, Ja]KcKd
)
(z) (C.7)
where the definition of Qb(z) is used. The last two terms of (C.7) can be expressed as
− dabedcdedbfgffah∂JhJgKcKd(z)− dabedcdedbfgfgahJf∂JhKcKd(z) (C.8)
after substituting the commutators in (C.1). Using the identity of (A.7) of [7] (the triple




























The ff term in (C.11) can be simplified further and the final fully normal ordered product
becomes





where the right hand side of (C.12) appears in the fourth, 47th, and 35th terms in (3.15).
The final form for Q(z) dabedcdeJaJbKcKd(w)| 1
(z−w)2












2 − 4)(2k1 + 3N)dabc∂2JaKbKc(w). (C.13)






The other commutators are needed to rearrange all the normal ordered products
in (B.2), (B.4), (B.5) and (B.6), which are not fully normal ordered product. First, calcu-
late the OPE Ja(z) JbKc(w). Recall the mixed spin-2 field (B.3).
Ja(z) JbKc(w) = − 1
(z − w)2 k1δ
abKc(w) +
1
(z − w) f
abdJdKc(w) + · · · . (C.14)























































Similarly, the OPEs Ja(z)QbKc(w) and Ka(z)QbKc(w) can be derived
Ja(z)QbKc(w) = − 1
(z − w)2 (2k1 +N)d
abdJdKc(w) +
1
(z − w) f
abdQdKc(w) + · · · ,
Ka(z)QbKc(w) = − 1
(z − w)2 k2δ
acQb(w) +
1
(z − w) f
acdQbKd(w) + · · · . (C.16)







































































Finally, the commutators [Ja, T ](z) and [Ka, T ](z) to rearrange the normal ordered











(k1 + k2 +N)






The following commutators can be obtained from (C.18)
[Ja, T ] (z) = − 1






(k1 + k2 +N)
fabc∂(JbKc)(z),
[Ka, T ] (z) = ([Ja, T ](z)) |k1↔k2,Ja↔Ka . (C.19)
All the commutators in (C.15), (C.17) and (C.19) are used to simplify the normal ordered
product in appendix B.
Although this paper did not present all the fully normal ordered products leading
to the 52 terms for the spin-5 current (3.15) (due to the space limit of this paper), the
complicated calculations from appendices B and C to the final 52 terms can be performed.
D Explicit 52 coefficient functions of spin-5 Casimir operator
The 52 relative coefficient functions appearing in the spin-5 current are given by
a1 = − 6kN(k +N)(2k +N)
2
(N − 2)(N + 2)2(2k + 3N + 2) ,
a2 =
[
6(k +N)(2k +N)(30k3N4 + 204k3N3 + 382k3N2 + 184k3N − 120k3 + 65k2N5
+518k2N4 + 1217k2N3 + 960k2N2 − 188k2N − 240k2 + 10kN6 + 329kN5 + 1114kN4
+1265kN3 + 90kN2 − 452kN − 120k + 70N6 + 264N5 + 374N4 + 108N3 − 152N2
− 80N)] / [(N − 2)(N + 1)(N + 2)2(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)] ,
a3 =
[
6(k +N)(2k +N)(20k3N4 + 66k3N3 + 8k3N2 − 14k3N + 120k3 + 60k2N5
+207k2N4 + 28k2N3 − 145k2N2 + 358k2N + 240k2 + 40kN6 + 186kN5 + 71kN4
−240kN3 + 215kN2 + 452kN + 120k + 40N6 + 66N5 − 44N4 + 2N3 + 152N2
+ 80N)] /
[
(N − 2)(N + 1)(N + 2)2(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)] ,
a4 = −12N(N + 1)(k +N)(10k
2N + 8k2 + 14kN2 + 14kN + 5N3 + 6N2)
(N − 2)(N + 2)2(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2) ,
a5 = − 24N(N + 1)(k +N)(2k +N)
(N − 2)(N + 2)(2k + 3N + 2) ,
a6 = −24N(N + 1)(k +N)(3kN + 4k + 2N
2 + 3N)
(N − 2)(N + 2)2(2k + 3N + 2) ,
a7 =
12N(N + 1)(k +N)(6kN2 + 14kN + 8k + 5N3 + 14N2 + 10N)
(N − 2)(N + 2)2(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2) ,
a8 =
24N(N + 1)(k +N)(3kN + 4k + 2N2 + 3N)
(N − 2)(N + 2)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2) ,
a9 =
24N(N + 1)(k +N)
(N − 2)(2k + 3N + 2) ,
a10 =
[−6(N + 1)(N + 2)(10k3N2 + 118k3N − 60k3 + 25k2N3 + 347k2N2 + 22k2N − 120k2
+ 10kN4 + 299kN3 + 217kN2 − 72kN − 60k + 70N4 + 94N3 + 48N2 + 24N)] /
× [(N − 2)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)] ,
a11 =
[−6(N + 1)(N + 2)(15k3N2 − 33k3N + 60k3 + 50k2N3 − 67k2N2 + 63k2N + 120k2
+ 40kN4 + 6kN3 − 22kN2 + 72kN + 60k + 40N4 + 16N3 − 48N2 − 24N)] /







6N(N + 1)(N + 2)
(N − 2)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2) ,
a13 =
[
96k2(k +N)2(29k2N − 71k2 + 58kN2 − 113kN − 71k + 25N3 − 42N2 − 42N)] /
× [(N − 2)(N + 1)(2k + 3N + 2)p(N, k)] ,
a14 =
[−24(k +N)(1160k6N5 + 4724k6N4 − 1996k6N3 − 29228k6N2 − 30028k6N
+12840k6 + 5800k5N6 + 26080k5N5 + 1636k5N4 − 150572k5N3 − 221780k5N2
+6268k5N + 38520k5 + 10280k4N7 + 55241k4N6 + 34215k4N5 − 285673k4N4
−585707k4N3 − 155620k4N2 + 131280k4N + 38520k4 + 7640k3N8 + 54988k3N7
+70558k3N6 − 237134k3N5 − 710602k3N4 − 375346k3N3 + 156916k3N2 + 123644k3N
+12840k3 + 2000k2N9 + 25468k2N8 + 53820k2N7 − 75987k2N6 − 404325k2N5
−324821k2N4 + 79929k2N3 + 140224k2N2 + 28660k2N + 4400kN9 + 13880kN8
−1340kN7 − 89940kN6 − 106644kN5 + 18140kN4 + 65904kN3 + 20240kN2
+ 2052N8 − 2052N7 − 8436N6 + 2052N5 + 10944N4 + 4560N3)] / [(N − 2)N(N + 1)
× (N + 2)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a15 =
[−24(k +N)(1740k6N5 + 6736k6N4 − 8064k6N3 − 37672k6N2 − 18252k6N
−12840k6 + 8700k5N6 + 37020k5N5 − 29016k5N4 − 204048k5N3 − 153420k5N2
−102828k5N − 38520k5 + 15420k4N7 + 78399k4N6 − 23815k4N5 − 420707k4N4
−422473k4N3 − 292000k4N2 − 179560k4N − 38520k4 + 11460k3N8 + 78632k3N7
+20162k3N6 − 406866k3N5 − 513898k3N4 − 368274k3N3 − 296236k3N2 − 123644k3N
−12840k3 + 3000k2N9 + 37152k2N8 + 34700k2N7 − 186753k2N6 − 283235k2N5
−197099k2N4 − 207929k2N3 − 140224k2N2 − 28660k2N + 6600kN9 + 11640kN8
−36060kN7 − 54380kN6 − 22716kN5 − 55100kN4 − 65904kN3 − 20240kN2
− 2052N8 + 2052N7 + 8436N6 − 2052N5 − 10944N4 − 4560N3)] / [(N − 2)N(N + 1)
× (N + 2)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a16 =
96k(k +N)(29k2N − 71k2 + 58kN2 − 113kN − 71k + 25N3 − 42N2 − 42N)
(N − 2)(2k + 3N + 2)p(N, k) ,
a17 =
576(N + 1)(k +N)2(29k2N − 71k2 + 58kN2 − 113kN − 71k + 25N3 − 42N2 − 42N)
(N − 2)(2k + 3N + 2)p(N, k) ,
a18 =
[
288k(N + 2)(k +N)2(29k2N − 71k2 + 58kN2 − 113kN − 71k + 25N3 − 42N2
− 42N)] / [(N − 2)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)p(N, k)] ,
a19 = −288(N + 1)(k +N)(29k
2N − 71k2 + 58kN2 − 113kN − 71k + 25N3 − 42N2 − 42N)
(N − 2)(2k + 3N + 2)p(N, k) ,
a20 =
[−96k(N + 2)(k +N)(29k2N − 71k2 + 58kN2 − 113kN − 71k + 25N3 − 42N2
− 42N)] / [(N − 2)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)p(N, k)] ,
a21 =
[−576(N + 1)(N + 2)(k +N)2(29k2N − 71k2 + 58kN2 − 113kN − 71k + 25N3
− 42N2 − 42N)] / [(N − 2)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)p(N, k)] ,
a22 =
[
24(N + 1)(N + 2)(1670k5N3 + 936k5N2 − 9554k5N − 6420k5 + 8315k4N4
+7366k4N3 − 47129k4N2 − 42640k4N − 19260k4 + 14720k3N5 + 23946k3N4
−92706k3N3 − 106362k3N2 − 60890k3N − 19260k3 + 11040k2N6 + 35816k2N5
−87917k2N4 − 132278k2N3 − 65641k2N2 − 32076k2N − 6420k2 + 3000kN7






− 6540N6 − 23544N5 − 4932N4 + 8208N3 + 2736N2)] / [(N − 2)N(2k +N)
× (2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a23 =
[
24(N + 1)(N + 2)(1230k5N3 + 1824k5N2 − 14586k5N + 6420k5 + 6185k4N4
+12234k4N3 − 68051k4N2 − 5640k4N + 19260k4 + 10980k3N5 + 32594k3N4
−117914k3N3 − 81238k3N2 + 36750k3N + 19260k3 + 8060k2N6 + 40504k2N5
−88523k2N4 − 135042k2N3 − 4019k2N2 + 32076k2N + 6420k2 + 2000kN7 + 22720kN6
−24692kN5 − 79280kN4 − 35932kN3 + 4608kN2 + 4272kN + 4400N7 − 940N6
− 13416N5 − 13548N4 − 8208N3 − 2736N2)] / [(N − 2)N(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)
× d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a24 =
[−96(N + 1)(N + 2)(29k2N − 71k2 + 58kN2 − 113kN − 71k + 25N3 − 42N2
− 42N)] / [(N − 2)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)p(N, k)] ,
a25 =
[−6k(k +N)(2k +N)(5k2N2 + 102k2N + 177k2 + 10kN3 + 113kN2 + 168kN − 15k
+ 6N3 − 4N2 − 10N)] / [(N + 1)(N + 2)d(N, k)] ,
a26 =
[−6(k +N)(28k7N5 + 9980k7N4 − 15092k7N3 − 76428k7N2 + 47656k7N + 79840k7
−84k6N6 + 67148k6N5 − 38204k6N4 − 518708k6N3 − 46512k6N2 + 493272k6N
+184112k6 − 1085k5N7 + 183099k5N6 + 87751k5N5 − 1308927k5N4 − 1204222k5N3
+301304k5N2 + 370520k5N + 15088k5 − 2625k4N8 + 260028k4N7 + 439584k4N6
−1470698k4N5 − 3320543k4N4 − 2793274k4N3 − 1868128k4N2 − 979368k4N
−202800k4 − 2408k3N9 + 203242k3N8 + 654939k3N7 − 531605k3N6 − 3877529k3N5
−6792005k3N4 − 6991174k3N3 − 4226988k3N2 − 1240000k3N − 113616k3 − 756k2N10
+83104k2N9 + 463719k2N8 + 321718k2N7 − 2089910k2N6 − 6378852k2N5
−8686421k2N4 − 6360778k2N3 − 2357168k2N2 − 335728k2N + 13896kN10
+157824kN9 + 322196kN8 − 424092kN7 − 2686788kN6 − 4661748kN5 − 4028904kN4
−1759680kN3 − 308096kN2 + 20652N10 + 73512N9 − 1656N8 − 420384N7 − 912084N6
− 899496N5 − 439488N4 − 86208N3)] / [(N − 2)(N + 1)(N + 2)(k +N + 1)
× (2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a27 =
[
3(k +N)(1764k6N7 + 9372k6N6 − 7844k6N5 − 183340k6N4 − 494352k6N3
−342560k6N2 + 74144k6N + 205440k6 + 8904k5N8 + 31028k5N7 − 76772k5N6
−809716k5N5 − 2334324k5N4 − 2397008k5N3 − 472096k5N2 + 1263328k5N + 616320k5
+15071k4N9 + 12703k4N8 − 223001k4N7 − 1151167k4N6 − 3856922k4N5
−5914876k4N4 − 3482104k4N3 + 2027248k4N2 + 2762784k4N + 616320k4 + 9884k3N10
−44374k3N9 − 268638k3N8 − 428282k3N7 − 2398410k3N6 − 6576776k3N5
−6927340k3N4 + 117120k3N3 + 4306112k3N2 + 2032160k3N + 205440k3 + 2492k2N11
−48100k2N10 − 131589k2N9 + 337475k2N8 − 52573k2N7 − 3524867k2N6
−6036286k2N5 − 1801944k2N4 + 3166328k2N3 + 2473168k2N2 + 458560k2N
−13624kN11 − 3348kN10 + 313836kN9 + 404028kN8 − 937572kN7 − 2354008kN6
−1046816kN5 + 1257632kN4 + 1312320kN3 + 323840kN2 + 9084N11 + 65436N10
+ 84780N9 − 111084N8 − 314616N7 − 114528N6 + 248544N5 + 260928N4 + 72960N3)] /







[−3(k +N)(2k +N)(138k4N4 − 180k4N3 − 862k4N2 + 1120k4N + 1088k4 + 621k3N5
−396k3N4 − 4419k3N3 + 2454k3N2 + 8256k3N + 3264k3 + 897k2N6 + 52k2N5
−7441k2N4 − 1182k2N3 + 14934k2N2 + 12528k2N + 2720k2 + 414kN7 + 307kN6
−4715kN5 − 4213kN4 + 8413kN3 + 12674kN2 + 5200kN + 544k − 30N7 − 878N6
− 1110N5 + 1542N4 + 3244N3 + 1632N2 + 192N)] / [(N − 2)(N + 1)(N + 2)
× (k +N + 1)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)] ,
a29 =
[
3(k +N)(2k +N)(110k4N5 + 1172k4N4 − 26k4N3 − 4976k4N2 − 2544k4N − 960k4
+375k3N6 + 4348k3N5 + 1951k3N4 − 18462k3N3 − 18440k3N2 − 8336k3N − 2880k3
+355k2N7 + 5468k2N6 + 5061k2N5 − 22922k2N4 − 33494k2N3 − 18032k2N2
−9136k2N − 2880k2 + 90kN8 + 2425kN7 + 3551kN6 − 10535kN5 − 20129kN4
−10402kN3 − 5048kN2 − 3984kN − 960k + 198N8 + 342N7 − 1554N6 − 2526N5
+ 404N4 + 1008N3 − 864N2 − 640N)] / [(N − 2)N(N + 1)(N + 2)(k +N + 1)
× (2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)] ,
a30 =
[
6(k +N)(40k4N4 − 120k4N3 − 168k4N2 + 888k4N + 512k4 + 160k3N5 − 360k3N4
−816k3N3 + 2840k3N2 + 2848k3N + 480k3 + 195k2N6 − 338k2N5 − 1165k2N4
+3252k2N3 + 4804k2N2 + 1368k2N − 32k2 + 70kN7 − 161kN6 − 492kN5 + 2011kN4
+ 3316kN3 + 932kN2 − 208kN − 38N7 − 20N6 + 546N5 + 808N4 + 184N3 − 96N2)] /
× [(N − 2)(N + 2)(k +N + 1)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)] ,
a31 =
[−6(k +N)(280k6N5 − 16056k6N4 + 10008k6N3 + 140488k6N2 + 32240k6N
−120304k6 + 1540k5N6 − 98252k5N5 + 3388k5N4 + 893796k5N3 + 724848k5N2
−512776k5N − 331808k5 + 3045k4N7 − 230305k4N6 − 120541k4N5 + 2176321k4N4
+3000692k4N3 − 291612k4N2 − 1552216k4N − 448224k4 + 2660k3N8 − 257834k3N7
−275698k3N6 + 2576254k3N5 + 5096606k3N4 + 1182380k3N3 − 2949896k3N2
−2066968k3N − 382240k3 + 980k2N9 − 137796k2N8 − 234303k2N7 + 1547899k2N6
+4172067k2N5 + 1932785k2N4 − 3114796k2N3 − 3786148k2N2 − 1403128k2N
−145520k2 − 28456kN9 − 83612kN8 + 431852kN7 + 1650396kN6 + 1127164kN5
−1812528kN4 − 3230608kN3 − 1797664kN2 − 343360kN − 11436N9 + 34044N8
+ 262476N7 + 278244N6 − 417840N5 − 1059984N4 − 781536N3 − 200640N2)] /
× [(N − 2)(N + 2)(k +N + 1)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a32 =
[
6(k +N)(80k4N4 − 32k4N3 − 1056k4N2 − 928k4N + 1168k4 + 300k3N5 − 16k3N4
−3980k3N3 − 4888k3N2 + 3144k3N + 2064k3 + 335k2N6 + 78k2N5 − 4681k2N4
−7692k2N3 + 2076k2N2 + 5072k2N + 1168k2 + 110kN7 − 29kN6 − 1952kN5
−3641kN4 + 840kN3 + 3844kN2 + 1736kN + 272k − 46N7 − 220N6 − 374N5 + 320N4
+ 1176N3 + 1008N2 + 352N)
]
/ [(N − 2)(N + 2)(k +N + 1)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)] ,
a33 =
[−6(k +N)(1680k7N6 − 18016k7N5 − 137568k7N4 − 158976k7N3 + 362000k7N2
+847840k7N + 367936k7 + 10080k6N7 − 152464k6N6 − 1141312k6N5 − 1483104k6N4
+3199776k6N3 + 9279728k6N2 + 6833344k6N + 1526528k6 + 22470k5N8 − 506358k5N7
−3834166k5N6 − 5740530k5N5 + 10503784k5N4 + 38139904k5N3 + 37670784k5N2






−11948949k4N6 + 16361850k4N5 + 78904344k4N4 + 97622512k4N3 + 51571600k4N2
+10408288k4N + 239104k4 + 11340k3N10 − 761834k3N9 − 6657412k3N8
−14318048k3N7 + 12041840k3N6 + 89502858k3N5 + 135816408k3N4 + 91329120k3N3
+26271120k3N2 + 1532224k3N − 275776k3 + 2100k2N11 − 350556k2N10 − 3650887k2N9
−9812615k2N8 + 2602561k2N7 + 55433623k2N6 + 103916830k2N5 + 86470824k2N4
+33199440k2N3 + 3984928k2N2 − 353440k2N − 64872kN11 − 998436kN10
−3549284kN9 − 1346868kN8 + 16948828kN7 + 40948040kN6 + 42003808kN5
+20918528kN4 + 4254336kN3 + 71552kN2 − 96972N11 − 520140N10 − 595836N9
+ 1833180N8 + 6422712N7 + 8244384N6 + 5247552N5 + 1577088N4 + 157056N3)
]
/
× [(N − 2)(N + 2)2(k +N + 1)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a34 =
[
6(k +N)(120k4N5 + 344k4N4 − 648k4N3 − 1880k4N2 + 1264k4N + 3424k4
+440k3N6 + 1420k3N5 − 2008k3N4 − 8516k3N3 + 520k3N2 + 13568k3N + 5216k3
+475k2N7 + 1840k2N6 − 1681k2N5 − 11834k2N4 − 5716k2N3 + 14032k2N2 + 10768k2N
+1248k2 + 150kN8 + 731kN7 − 386kN6 − 5129kN5 − 5002kN4 + 2152kN3 + 1776kN2
−1472kN − 544k + 42N8 + 40N7 − 286N6 − 780N5 − 1616N4 − 2976N3 − 2560N2
− 704N)] / [(N − 2)(N + 2)2(k +N + 1)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)] ,
a35 =
[−6(k +N)(1400k7N6 + 16552k7N5 + 49800k7N4 − 54536k7N3 − 355040k7N2
−281216k7N + 23040k7 + 9660k6N7 + 129604k6N6 + 456388k6N5 − 159988k6N4
−2903632k6N3 − 3759584k6N2 − 1014720k6N + 260864k6 + 25550k5N8 + 406618k5N7
+1707322k5N6 + 472718k5N5 − 9573936k5N4 − 17420336k5N3 − 9085568k5N2
+481952k5N + 877184k5 + 32165k4N9 + 650705k4N8 + 3312645k4N7 + 2838979k4N6
−15910142k4N5 − 39616552k4N4 − 30318608k4N3 − 3526128k4N2 + 4227680k4N
+1063936k4 + 19180k3N10 + 557942k3N9 + 3547076k3N8 + 5152928k3N7
−13677080k3N6 − 48638126k3N5 − 50275896k3N4 − 14542440k3N3 + 6419200k3N2
+3974752k3N + 424576k3 + 4340k2N11 + 243108k2N10 + 2058345k2N9 + 4414657k2N8
−5344003k2N7 − 32154533k2N6 − 43762318k2N5 − 20922244k2N4 + 2409472k2N3
+4756976k2N2 + 962528k2N + 42200kN11 + 579740kN10 + 1805340kN9 − 335524kN8
−10393396kN7 − 18936904kN6 − 13222992kN5 − 1794048kN4 + 1928384kN3
+646272kN2 + 55860N11 + 280212N10 + 216372N9 − 1195860N8 − 3176952N7
− 3101712N6 − 1138176N5 + 83904N4 + 109440N3)] / [(N − 2)(N + 2)2(k +N + 1)
× (2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a36 =
[−3(N + 1)(60k5N4 − 308k5N3 − 160k5N2 + 1504k5N + 240k4N5 − 1428k4N4
−756k4N3 + 7840k4N2 + 736k4N − 3840k4 + 315k3N6 − 2543k3N5 − 746k3N4
+15900k3N3 + 4048k3N2 − 13856k3N − 11520k3 + 165k2N7 − 2175k2N6 + 644k2N5
+15416k2N4 + 4516k2N3 − 13888k2N2 − 23456k2N − 11520k2 + 30kN8 − 863kN7
+1464kN6 + 6911kN5 − 2494kN4 − 6040kN3 − 5328kN2 − 8832kN − 3840k − 126N8
+ 640N7 + 1290N6 − 3236N5 − 3344N4 + 4256N3 + 5376N2 + 1536N)] / [(N − 2)N
× (k +N + 1)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)] ,
a37 =
[






−56220k5N4 + 77494k5N3 + 439928k5N2 + 49256k5N − 91664k5 + 9121k4N6
−136172k4N5 + 108325k4N4 + 1139978k4N3 + 654248k4N2 − 165744k4N − 110032k4
+7644k3N7 − 158302k3N6 + 29770k3N5 + 1370726k3N4 + 1530866k3N3 + 244264k3N2
−245592k3N − 42800k3 + 2212k2N8 − 88688k2N7 − 66315k2N6 + 770768k2N5
+1563901k2N4 + 789102k2N3 − 138440k2N2 − 91824k2N − 19208kN8 − 64748kN7
+156824kN6 + 758660kN5 + 637384kN4 + 7872kN3 − 73216kN2 − 17820N8 − 4416N7
+ 145716N6 + 167928N5 + 10080N4 − 25536N3)] / [(N − 2)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)
× d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a38 =
[−3(N + 1)(116k5N3 − 476k5N2 − 704k5N + 1088k5 + 640k4N4 − 2252k4N3
−5084k4N2 + 5504k4N + 5440k4 + 1305k3N5 − 3797k3N4 − 12518k3N3 + 7628k3N2
+21248k3N + 6528k3 + 1175k2N6 − 2693k2N5 − 13116k2N4 + 1392k2N3 + 26700k2N2
+17600k2N + 2176k2 + 394kN7 − 725kN6 − 5192kN5 − 2259kN4 + 11094kN3
+ 12416kN2 + 3328kN − 74N7 − 256N6 − 258N5 + 564N4 + 896N3 + 256N2)] /
× [(N − 2)(k +N + 1)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)] ,
a39 =
[
6(N + 1)(392k7N4 + 8120k7N3 + 30568k7N2 − 37688k7N − 118128k7 + 2604k6N5
+56100k6N4 + 231620k6N3 − 162756k6N2 − 986912k6N − 492432k6 + 6545k5N6
+156248k5N5 + 742237k5N4 − 139386k5N3 − 3227336k5N2 − 3091736k5N − 710320k5
+7665k4N7 + 223735k4N6 + 1292109k4N5 + 419449k4N4 − 5413350k4N3
−7793520k4N2 − 3445416k4N − 415856k4 + 4088k3N8 + 172238k3N7 + 1309507k3N6
+1111550k3N5 − 5028613k3N4 − 10097078k3N3 − 6453952k3N2 − 1470320k3N
−79840k3 + 756k2N9 + 66812k2N8 + 767677k2N7 + 1069161k2N6 − 2579087k2N5
−7097909k2N4 − 5792518k2N3 − 1818252k2N2 − 167416k2N + 10104kN9 + 241368kN8
+468452kN7 − 689864kN6 − 2584068kN5 − 2447784kN4 − 876176kN3 − 85408kN2
+ 32148N9 + 77844N8 − 83052N7 − 390708N6 − 377496N5 − 111408N4 + 4128N3)] /
× [(N − 2)(k +N + 1)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a40 =





12k(k +N)(20k4N2 − 140k4N + 240k4 + 80k3N3 − 520k3N2 + 680k3N + 480k3
+97k2N4 − 663k2N3 + 660k2N2 + 1160k2N + 240k2 + 34kN5 − 349kN4 + 297kN3
+ 920kN2 + 340kN − 66N5 + 54N4 + 240N3 + 120N2)] / [(N − 2)(2k + 3N + 2)p(N, k)] ,
a42 =
[−12k(k +N)(220k6N5 + 2268k6N4 + 16220k6N3 − 11004k6N2 − 60936k6N
+12240k6 + 1320k5N6 + 12924k5N5 + 82236k5N4 − 32532k5N3 − 311076k5N2
−27192k5N + 36720k5 + 2820k4N7 + 27611k4N6 + 163705k4N5 − 31147k4N4
−605101k4N3 − 154156k4N2 + 161604k4N + 36720k4 + 2480k3N8 + 27284k3N7
+158370k3N6 − 16750k3N5 − 562158k3N4 − 121966k3N3 + 366676k3N2 + 161040k3N
+12240k3 + 720k2N9 + 12212k2N8 + 72264k2N7 − 23945k2N6 − 248831k2N5
+91009k2N4 + 459263k2N3 + 249320k2N2 + 33180k2N + 1968kN9 + 10176kN8
−25460kN7 − 41604kN6 + 140596kN5 + 282372kN4 + 162400kN3 + 28560kN2
− 1152N9 − 7956N8 − 60N7 + 41220N6 + 64476N5 + 37920N4 + 7920N3)] / [(N − 2)







[−3(k +N)(2620k6N7 + 26236k6N6 + 63996k6N5 − 112412k6N4 − 543112k6N3
−362960k6N2 + 177120k6N + 130560k6 + 14460k5N8 + 138372k5N7 + 339876k5N6
−533524k5N5 − 2889680k5N4 − 2314752k5N3 + 1097120k5N2 + 1605760k5N
+391680k5 + 27885k4N9 + 268627k4N8 + 713991k4N7 − 914923k4N6 − 6097016k4N5
−5500484k4N4 + 3582440k4N3 + 6954080k4N2 + 3034080k4N + 391680k4 + 21860k3N10
+235542k3N9 + 730862k3N8 − 731386k3N7 − 6477154k3N6 − 6103364k3N5
+6939512k3N4 + 14493168k3N3 + 8536480k3N2 + 1959360k3N + 130560k3 + 5940k2N11
+89116k2N10 + 351593k2N9 − 344817k2N8 − 3702509k2N7 − 3203103k2N6
+7528196k2N5 + 15700872k2N4 + 11056848k2N3 + 3347120k2N2 + 353920k2N
+10680kN11 + 60692kN10 − 154756kN9 − 1177780kN8 − 691044kN7 + 4178704kN6
+8510880kN5 + 6657344kN4 + 2347840kN3 + 304640kN2 − 1260N11 − 43764N10





(N − 2)(N + 1)(N + 2)2(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a44 =
[−12(N + 1)(k +N)(20k4N2 − 140k4N + 240k4 + 115k3N3 − 765k3N2 + 1100k3N
+480k3 + 195k2N4 − 1435k2N3 + 2182k2N2 + 1152k2N + 240k2 + 90kN5 − 985kN4
+ 2044kN3 + 631kN2 − 88kN − 210N5 + 720N4 − 6N3 − 336N2)] / [(N − 2)
× (2k + 3N + 2)p(N, k)] ,
a45 =
[
6(k +N)(468k7N6 − 2100k7N5 − 82852k7N4 − 35468k7N3 + 374368k7N2
+251792k7N + 75840k7 + 3696k6N7 − 2012k6N6 − 516100k6N5 − 516244k6N4
+2236500k6N3 + 2822784k6N2 + 1344592k6N + 303360k6 + 11115k5N8 + 31369k5N7
−1303945k5N6 − 2141755k5N5 + 5125466k5N4 + 10391038k5N3 + 7137992k5N2
+2645816k5N + 455040k5 + 15675k4N9 + 98058k4N8 − 1702470k4N7 − 4108438k4N6
+5521993k4N5 + 18212204k4N4 + 16761034k4N3 + 8306672k4N2 + 2446024k4N
+303360k4 + 10152k3N10 + 114482k3N9 − 1222297k3N8 − 4146939k3N7
+2596823k3N6 + 16947359k3N5 + 20080134k3N4 + 12365574k3N3 + 4852232k3N2
+1074008k3N + 75840k3 + 2364k2N11 + 57944k2N10 − 482005k2N9 − 2237644k2N8
+153636k2N7 + 8477520k2N6 + 12681099k2N5 + 9344316k2N4 + 4479258k2N3
+1373216k2N2 + 181000k2N + 10536kN11 − 101248kN10 − 604332kN9 − 238644kN8
+2132108kN7 + 3987884kN6 + 3440456kN5 + 1944024kN4 + 751328kN3 + 138080kN2
−9828N11 − 63840N10 − 51120N9 + 208560N8 + 490476N7 + 494160N6 + 326568N5
+ 151296N4 + 34080N3)
]
/ [(N − 2)(N + 1)(N + 2)(k +N + 1)(2k + 3N + 2)
× d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a46 =
[
6(k +N)(1256k8N7 + 22952k8N6 − 14744k8N5 − 290984k8N4 − 147760k8N3
+799584k8N2 + 850240k8N + 195840k8 + 8580k7N8 + 188300k7N7 + 114524k7N6
−1939436k7N5 − 2426320k7N4 + 4268400k7N3 + 8530304k7N2 + 4627584k7N
+783360k7 + 23026k6N9 + 655646k6N8 + 1239430k6N7 − 4695070k6N6
−11912464k6N5 + 2898856k6N4 + 25688576k6N3 + 23977792k6N2 + 8791296k6N
+1175040k6 + 30995k5N10 + 1253145k5N9 + 4004649k5N8 − 4086181k5N7






+7809280k5N + 783360k5 + 21999k4N11 + 1413912k4N10 + 6447090k4N9
+2294196k4N8 − 33065497k4N7 − 67129404k4N6 − 41813680k4N5 + 13265224k4N4
+31384928k4N3 + 16477280k4N2 + 3503808k4N + 195840k4 + 7640k3N12
+939938k3N11 + 5751067k3N10 + 7728037k3N9 − 20304955k3N8 − 77635215k3N7
−101155164k3N6 − 58732732k3N5 − 5633280k3N4 + 10914208k3N3 + 5252608k3N2
+708480k3N + 1004k2N13 + 342128k2N12 + 2831143k2N11 + 6441570k2N10
−4505918k2N9 − 44856020k2N8 − 86247029k2N7 − 81411198k2N6 − 38586456k2N5
−5465256k2N4 + 2291152k2N3 + 732672k2N2 + 52808kN13 + 690048kN12
+2383148kN11 + 985116kN10 − 12130796kN9 − 33522668kN8 − 42209368kN7
−28755104kN6 − 9874528kN5 − 1005632kN4 + 170496kN3 + 57804N13 + 332760N12
+475944N11 − 1055904N10 − 4895412N9 − 7985016N8 − 6966624N7 − 3346848N6
− 782016N5 − 55296N4)] / [(N − 2)(N + 1)(N + 2)2(k +N + 1)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)
× d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a47 =
[
12(k +N)(188k4N6 + 872k4N5 − 1196k4N4 − 7000k4N3 + 960k4N2 + 10400k4N
+1920k4 + 654k3N7 + 2754k3N6 − 4286k3N5 − 23506k3N4 + 2440k3N3 + 45640k3N2
+25120k3N + 3840k3 + 657k2N8 + 2938k2N7 − 4231k2N6 − 26996k2N5 − 916k2N4
+63288k2N3 + 56240k2N2 + 17440k2N + 1920k2 + 202kN9 + 1137kN8 − 1446kN7
−12233kN6 − 2130kN5 + 35970kN4 + 43848kN3 + 18920kN2 + 2720kN + 102N9
− 120N8 − 1830N7 − 636N6 + 7308N5 + 11376N4 + 6000N3 + 960N2)] / [(N − 2)
× (N + 2)2(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)p(N, k)] ,
a48 =
[
6(N + 1)(N + 2)(400k7N3 − 1440k7N2 − 4720k7N + 16320k7 + 3150k6N4
−10140k6N3 − 41490k6N2 + 114360k6N + 48960k6 + 9605k5N5 − 28416k5N4
−155131k5N3 + 347094k5N2 + 315884k5N + 23280k5 + 14110k4N6 − 38456k4N5
−311476k4N4 + 562184k4N3 + 851094k4N2 + 175680k4N − 60720k4 + 9980k3N7
−22836k3N6 − 359779k3N5 + 505816k3N4 + 1173921k3N3 + 462242k3N2 − 132340k3N
−77040k3 + 2760k2N8 − 1936k2N7 − 238178k2N6 + 255502k2N5 + 841998k2N4
+506154k2N3 − 31084k2N2 − 128304k2N − 25680k2 + 2160kN8 − 83652kN7
+81080kN6 + 287596kN5 + 203488kN4 + 67040kN3 − 18432kN2 − 17088kN
− 12600N8 + 18264N7 + 37512N6 + 7176N5 + 22416N4 + 32832N3 + 10944N2)] /
× [(N − 2)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a49 =
[−6(880k8N5 + 23472k8N4 − 80848k8N3 − 124080k8N2 + 181920k8N + 48960k8
+6088k7N6 + 162880k7N5 − 599264k7N4 − 1150160k7N3 + 1245208k7N2 + 1143952k7N
+195840k7 + 16266k6N7 + 456126k6N6 − 1941482k6N5 − 4458174k6N4 + 3679432k6N3
+6971784k6N2 + 2776480k6N + 293760k6 + 21065k5N8 + 658199k5N7 − 3657717k5N6
−9599335k5N5 + 6131424k5N4 + 20594612k5N3 + 13282768k5N2 + 3110304k5N
+195840k5 + 13595k4N9 + 512546k4N8 − 4423504k4N7 − 12800418k4N6 + 6061833k4N5
+34745808k4N4 + 31310524k4N3 + 11379328k4N2 + 1557376k4N + 48960k4
+4032k3N10 + 201162k3N9 − 3500243k3N8 − 10995929k3N7 + 3165031k3N6






+444k2N11 + 29176k2N10 − 1738853k2N9 − 5977480k2N8 + 353060k2N7
+20792514k2N6 + 29840905k2N5 + 17942726k2N4 + 4764956k2N3 + 414376k2N2
−984kN11 − 485480kN10 − 1869108kN9 − 377396kN8 + 6674980kN7 + 11423548kN6
+7942360kN5 + 2417904kN4 + 231328kN3 − 57828N11 − 255024N10 − 114288N9
+ 906360N8 + 1771428N7 + 1322328N6 + 401904N5 + 27552N4)
]
/ [(N − 2)(k +N + 1)
× (2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a50 =
[−12(N + 1)(150k8N4 − 240k8N3 − 2850k8N2 + 2580k8N + 12240k8 + 1249k7N5
−718k7N4 − 26483k7N3 + 1600k7N2 + 102676k7N + 48960k7 + 4343k6N6 + 3823k6N5
−104259k6N4 − 88667k6N3 + 351244k6N2 + 415372k6N + 124800k6 + 8145k5N7
+23742k5N6 − 219920k5N5 − 421350k5N4 + 562947k5N3 + 1436832k5N2 + 892052k5N
+254400k5 + 8745k4N8 + 51233k4N7 − 262388k4N6 − 876902k4N5 + 286289k4N4
+2581741k4N3 + 2482290k4N2 + 1235264k4N + 320400k4 + 5096k3N9 + 55166k3N8
−171993k3N7 − 971946k3N6 − 325141k3N5 + 2578794k3N4 + 3459476k3N3
+2191720k3N2 + 992136k3N + 205440k3 + 1252k2N10 + 29716k2N9 − 54803k2N8
−579053k2N7 − 512091k2N6 + 1442035k2N5 + 2571930k2N4 + 1703922k2N3
+887596k2N2 + 367824k2N + 51360k2 + 6328kN10 − 6856kN9 − 167380kN8
−232872kN7 + 441324kN6 + 992072kN5 + 523128kN4 + 83120kN3 + 66240kN2
+34176kN − 924N10 − 17076N9 − 30156N8 + 66300N7 + 163656N6 + 32904N5
− 127056N4 − 98496N3 − 21888N2)] / [(N − 2)(k +N + 1)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)
× d(N, k)p(N, k)] ,
a51 =
[−12(N + 1)(N + 2)(20k4N2 − 140k4N + 240k4 + 80k3N3 − 520k3N2 + 680k3N
+480k3 + 97k2N4 − 663k2N3 + 660k2N2 + 1160k2N + 240k2 + 34kN5 − 349kN4
+ 297kN3 + 920kN2 + 340kN − 66N5 + 54N4 + 240N3 + 120N2)] / [(N − 2)(2k +N)
× (2k + 3N + 2)p(N, k)] ,
a52 =
[
12(N + 1)(N + 2)(150k6N3 − 540k6N2 − 1770k6N + 6120k6 + 935k5N4 − 2430k5N3
−14705k5N2 + 34620k5N + 18360k5 + 2120k4N5 − 2762k4N4 − 43742k4N3
+87242k4N2 + 53262k4N + 18360k4 + 2060k3N6 + 1608k3N5 − 59061k3N4
+129870k3N3 + 47143k3N2 − 4416k3N + 6120k3 + 720k2N7 + 4448k2N6 − 37640k2N5
+124048k2N4 + 10136k2N3 − 102168k2N2 − 21288k2N + 1968kN7 − 10908kN6
+69624kN5 + 612kN4 − 115392kN3 − 47904kN2 − 1152N7 + 16704N6 + 1152N5
− 36000N4 − 19296N3)] / [(N − 2)(2k +N)(2k + 3N + 2)d(N, k)p(N, k)] , (D.1)
where
d(N, k) ≡ 5k2N + 17k2 + 10kN2 + 39kN + 17k + 22N2 + 22N,
p(N, k) ≡ 7k2N + 107k2 + 14kN2 + 221kN + 107k + 114N2 + 114N. (D.2)
Although each coefficient function is rather complicated, as before, the exact (or large N
limit) expressions for the zero mode eigenvalue equations are rather simple. One of the
reasons why (D.1) is so complicated comes from the simplification for the independent






approximately one hundred fifty terms. By rewriting the dependent terms in terms of
the above 52 terms using Mathematica, rather simple coefficient functions can combine
and become quite complicated. In particular, the coefficient functions appearing in the
derivative terms in spin-5 current are most complicated.
Furthermore, the large N ’t Hooft limit (4.1) on these coefficient functions leads to
a1 → 6(λ− 2)
2(λ− 1)N
λ3(λ+ 2)
, a2 → 6(λ− 2)(5λ− 6)N
λ2(λ+ 2)






λ2 − 6λ+ 10)N
(λ− 2)λ(λ+ 2) , a5 →
24(λ− 2)N
λ(λ+ 2)
, a6 → 24(λ− 3)N
λ(λ+ 2)
,
a7 → 12(λ− 6)N
(λ− 2)(λ+ 2) , a8 →
24(λ− 3)N




a10 → − 6λN
λ+ 2
, a11 → 6λ(λ+ 3)N
(λ− 2)(λ+ 2) , a12 → −
6λ2
(λ− 2)(λ+ 2) ,
a13 →












































7λ3 − 34λ2 − 7λ+ 334)
7(λ− 2)(λ− 1)(λ+ 1)(λ+ 2) , a23 → −
24λ(λ+ 3)
(
7λ2 + 25λ− 82)

















77λ2 − 240λ+ 252)N2
5λ2(λ+ 2)
,
a28 → 207(λ− 2)N
2
5λ2
, a29 → 3(λ− 2)(13λ− 22)N
2
λ2(λ+ 2)









3λ2 − 4λ+ 8)N2
λ(λ+ 2)
, a32 → −
6
(






λ2 − 4λ+ 8)N2
λ(λ+ 2)
, a34 → −
6
(






λ3 − 6λ2 − 4λ+ 40)N2







3λ2 + 30λ− 112)N2
5(λ− 2)(λ+ 2) , a38 →
3
(
21λ2 + 60λ+ 116
)
N2




9λ2 + 20λ− 56)N2
5(λ− 2)(λ+ 2) , a40 → −
6λN
λ− 2 , a41 →




48(λ− 1) (2λ2 − 11)N3
7λ3(λ+ 2)
, a43 → −
3
(
25λ2 − 252λ+ 524)N3
7λ2(λ+ 2)
,
a44 → 60(λ− 4)(2λ+ 1)N
3
7λ2(λ+ 2)
, a45 → −
18
(






70λ3 − 113λ2 + 420λ− 628)N3
35λ2(λ+ 2)
, a47 → −
12
(
11λ2 − 98λ+ 188)N3




7λ3 − 19λ2 + 70λ+ 80)N3
7(λ− 2)λ(λ+ 2) , a49 →
6
(
133λ3 + 50λ2 − 952λ+ 880)N3









14λ3 + 100λ2 + 49λ+ 150
)
N3




7(λ− 2)(λ+ 2) ,
a52 → 12(λ− 10)(λ+ 3)N
2
7(λ− 2)(λ+ 2) . (D.3)
In this case, each coefficient function has a very simple form after taking the large N limit.




a12, a16, a19, a20, a22, a23, → const,
a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8, a9, a10, a11, a13, a14, a15, a17, a18, a21, a40→N,
a25, a26, a27, a28, a29, a30, a31, a32, a33, a34, a35, a36, a37, a38, a39, a51, a52→N2,
a41, a42, a43, a44, a45, a46, a47, a48, a49, a50→N3. (D.4)
In section 4, the eigenvalue equations and three-point functions are analyzed using (D.3)
and (D.4).
E Eigenvalue equations for the spin-5 current on the perturbative state
Appendix E presents the zero mode eigenvalue equations on the 52 terms of spin-5 current
with perturbative state |(f ; 0)〉. At each expression, the exact N -dependent expressions
appearing in (4.10)–(4.15) are assumed. The only large N limit is presented.
dabfdfcgdgde(JaJbJcJdJe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabfdfcgdgdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN4|(f ; 0)〉, (E.1)
dabfdfcgdgde(JaJbJcJdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabfdfcgdgdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN4|(f ; 0)〉, (E.2)
dabfdfegdgcd(JaJbJcJdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabfdfcgdgdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN4|(f ; 0)〉, (E.3)
dabfdfcgdgde(JaJbJcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabfdfcgdgdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN4|(f ; 0)〉, (E.4)
dbdfdfagdgce(JaJbJcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dacfdfbgdgdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −4iN2|(f ; 0)〉, (E.5)
dabfdfdgdgce(JaJbJcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabfdfcgdgdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN4|(f ; 0)〉, (E.6)
dabfdfcgdgde(JaJbKcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabfdfcgdgdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN4|(f ; 0)〉, (E.7)
dbcfdfagdgde(JaJbKcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N






→ 4iN2|(f ; 0)〉, (E.8)
dacfdfdgdgbe(JaJbKcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabfdfcgdgdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN4|(f ; 0)〉, (E.9)
dabfdfcgdgde(JaKbKcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabfdfcgdgdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN4|(f ; 0)〉, (E.10)
dbcfdfagdgde(JaKbKcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabfdfcgdgdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN4|(f ; 0)〉, (E.11)
dabfdfcgdgde(KaKbKcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabfdfcgdgdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN4|(f ; 0)〉, (E.12)
dabcδde(JaJbJcJdJe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabcδdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.13)
dabcδde(JaJbJcJdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabcδdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.14)
dabeδcd(JaJbJcJdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabcδdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.15)
dabcδde(JaJbJcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabcδdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.16)
dabdδce(JaJbJcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabcδdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.17)
δabdcde(JaJbJcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabcδdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.18)
dabcδde(JaJbKcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabcδdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.19)
δabdcde(JaJbKcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabcδdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.20)
δacdbde(JaJbKcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabcδdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.21)
dabcδde(JaKbKcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabcδdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.22)
δabdcde(JaKbKcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N






→ iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.23)
dabcδde(KaKbKcKdKe)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabcδdeTr(T aT bT cT dT e)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.24)
fadedbce(JaJbJc∂Jd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.25)
dabef cde(JaJbJc∂Kd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.26)
dabef cde(JaJb∂JcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.27)
dacef bde(JaJb∂JcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dacef bdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
= 0, (E.28)
dadef bce(JaJb∂JcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.29)
dabef cde(JaJbKc∂Kd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.30)
dacef bde(JaJbKc∂Kd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.31)
dadef bce(JaJbKc∂Kd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dacef bdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
= 0, (E.32)
dacef bde(Ja∂JbKcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.33)
fadedbce(Ja∂JbKcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dacef bdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
= 0, (E.34)
fabedcde(Ja∂JbKcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.35)
dabef cde(JaKbKc∂Kd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.36)
fadedbce(JaKbKc∂Kd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.37)
facedbde(JaKbKc∂Kd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N







fadedbce(∂JaKbKcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.39)
fadedbce(KaKbKc∂Kd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabef cdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN3|(f ; 0)〉, (E.40)
dabc(JaJb∂2Jc)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 2
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −2iN2|(f ; 0)〉, (E.41)
dabc(Ja∂Jb∂Jc)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN2|(f ; 0)〉, (E.42)
dabc(Ja∂2JbKc)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 2
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(f ; 0)〉
→ 2iN2|(f ; 0)〉, (E.43)
dabc(JaJb∂2Kc)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 2
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(f ; 0)〉
→ 2iN2|(f ; 0)〉, (E.44)
dabc(∂Ja∂JbKc)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN2|(f ; 0)〉, (E.45)
dabc(Ja∂Jb∂Kc)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(f ; 0)〉
→ iN2|(f ; 0)〉, (E.46)
dabc(∂2JaKbKc)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 2
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −2iN2|(f ; 0)〉, (E.47)
dabc(JaKb∂2Kc)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 2
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −2iN2|(f ; 0)〉, (E.48)
dabc(∂JaKb∂Kc)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN2|(f ; 0)〉, (E.49)
dabc(Ja∂Kb∂Kc)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(f ; 0)〉
→ −iN2|(f ; 0)〉, (E.50)
dabc(KaKb∂2Kc)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 2
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(f ; 0)〉
→ 2iN2|(f ; 0)〉, (E.51)
dabc(Ka∂Kb∂Kc)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabcTr(T aT bT c)|(f ; 0)〉






From these results, the large N behavior for these 52 eigenvalue equations can be classified
as follows:
(5th, 8th, 41st, 42nd, 43rd, 44th, 45th, 46th, 47th, 48th, 49th, 50th, 51st, 52nd)− terms → N2,
(13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st, 22nd, 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, 29th,
30th, 31st, 33rd, 35th, 36th, 37th, 39th, 40th)− terms → N3,
(1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th)− terms → N4. (E.53)
In section 4, the leadingN5 behavior in the spin-5 current is analyzed using (D.4) and (E.53).
F Eigenvalue equations for other higher spin currents of spins s = 2, 3, 4
The eigenvalue equations for the zero mode of the higher spin-4 current can be analyzed
as follows:
dabcd(JaJbJcJd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabcdTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
=
2(N2 − 1)(N2 − 4)(N2 − 9)
N(N2 + 1)
|(f ; 0)〉 → 2N3|(f ; 0)〉, (F.1)
dabcd(JaJbJcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabcdTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
= −2(N
2 − 1)(N2 − 4)(N2 − 9)
N(N2 + 1)
|(f ; 0)〉 → −2N3|(f ; 0)〉, (F.2)
dabcd(JaJbKcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabcdTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
=
2(N2 − 1)(N2 − 4)(N2 − 9)
N(N2 + 1)
|(f ; 0)〉 → 2N3|(f ; 0)〉, (F.3)
dabcd(JaKbKcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabcdTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
= −2(N
2 − 1)(N2 − 4)(N2 − 9)
N(N2 + 1)
|(f ; 0)〉 → −2N3|(f ; 0)〉, (F.4)
dabcd(KaKbKcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
dabcdTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
=
2(N2 − 1)(N2 − 4)(N2 − 9)
N(N2 + 1)
|(f ; 0)〉 → 2N3|(f ; 0)〉, (F.5)
dabedcde(JaJbJcJd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N




(N2 − 4)2(N2 − 1)|(f ; 0)〉 → N3|(f ; 0)〉, (F.6)
dabedcde(JaJbJcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
dabedcdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
= − 1
N3
(N2 − 4)2(N2 − 1)|(f ; 0)〉 → −N3|(f ; 0)〉, (F.7)
dabedcde(JaJbKcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N




(N2 − 4)2(N2 − 1)|(f ; 0)〉 → N3|(f ; 0)〉, (F.8)
dabedcde(JaKbKcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 − 1
N
dabedcdeTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
= − 1
N3
(N2 − 4)2(N2 − 1)|(f ; 0)〉 → −N3|(f ; 0)〉, (F.9)
dabedcde(KaKbKcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N










δabδcd(JaJbJcJd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N




(N2 − 1)2|(f ; 0)〉 → N2|(f ; 0)〉, (F.11)
δabδcd(JaJbJcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
δabδcdTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
= − 1
N2
(N2 − 1)2|(f ; 0)〉 → −N2|(f ; 0)〉, (F.12)
δabδcd(JaJbKcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N




(N2 − 1)2|(f ; 0)〉 → N2|(f ; 0)〉, (F.13)
δabδcd(JaKbKcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
δabδcdTr(T aT bT cT d)|(f ; 0)〉
= − 1
N2
(N2 − 1)2|(f ; 0)〉 → −N2|(f ; 0)〉, (F.14)
δabδcd(KaKbKcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N




(N2 − 1)2|(f ; 0)〉 → N2|(f ; 0)〉, (F.15)
(∂2JaKa)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 2
N
δabTr(T aT b)|(f ; 0)〉 = 2
N
(N2 − 1)|(f ; 0)〉
→ 2N |(f ; 0)〉, (F.16)
(∂Ja∂Ka)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 1
N
δabTr(T aT b)|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N
(N2 − 1)|(f ; 0)〉
→ N |(f ; 0)〉, (F.17)
(Ja∂2Ka)0|(f ; 0)〉 = − 2
N
δabTr(T aT b)|(f ; 0)〉 = 2
N
(N2 − 1)|(f ; 0)〉
→ 2N |(f ; 0)〉, (F.18)
δacδbd(JaJbKcKd)0|(f ; 0)〉 = 1
N




(N2 − 1)2|(f ; 0)〉 → N2|(f ; 0)〉. (F.19)
In particular, the following identity with (A.3) can be used to simplify (F.1)–(F.5):
dabcdTr(T aT bT cT d) = 3dabedcdeTr(T aT bT cT d)− 12(N
2 − 4)
N(N2 + 1)




2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
+





2(N2 − 1)(N2 − 4)(N2 − 9)
N2 + 1
, (F.20)
where the quartic product of the generators with (4.2) has the following identities
dabedcdeTr(T aT bT cT d) =
1
N2
(N2 − 4)2(N2 − 1),









(N2 − 1)2. (F.21)
The following eigenvalue equations for other state can be obtained:
dabcd(JaJbJcJd)0|(0; f)〉 = 1
N
dabcdTr(T aT bT cT d)|(0; f)〉
=
2(N2 − 1)(N2 − 4)(N2 − 9)
N(N2 + 1)






dabedcde(JaJbJcJd)0|(0; f)〉 = 1
N




(N2 − 4)2(N2 − 1)|(0; f)〉 → N3|(0; f)〉, (F.23)
δabδcd(JaJbJcJd)0|(0; f)〉 = 1
N




(N2 − 1)2|(0; f)〉 → N2|(0; f)〉. (F.24)
In addition, the identities in (F.20) and (F.21) can be used.
Combine the equations (F.1)–(F.19) with the coefficients in appendix A for the first
eigenvalue equation and (F.22), (F.23) and (F.24) with the coefficients for the second




0 |(f ; 0)〉 =
[
2(N2 − 1)(N2 − 4)(N2 − 9)
N(N2 + 1)

























0 |(0; f)〉 =
[














2k(k + 1)(N − 3)(N2 − 1)(k + 2N)(3k + 2N)
N2(k +N + 1)(2k + 3N + 2) d(N, k)
]
|(0; f)〉, (F.25)
where d(N, k) ≡ 17k + 17k2 + 22N + 39kN + 5k2N + 22N2 + 10kN2.
The spin-3 current case can be analyzed further as follows:
W
(3)
0 |(f ; 0)〉 = (−A1 +A2 −A3 +A4) dabcKa0Kb0Kc0|(f ; 0)〉



























k(N2 − 4)(N2 − 1)(k +N)(2k +N)
]
|(0; f)〉, (F.26)






Finally, the eigenvalue equations for the spin-2 current can be summarized as
T0|(f ; 0)〉 =
[
− k



















− k + 2N + 1













T0|(0; f)〉 = − k















2N(k +N + 1)
]
|(0; f)〉, (F.27)
where the property δabTr(T aT b) = −(N2 − 1) is used.
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